The latest News Around Us in May #4
Ukrainian Soldier Reveals How He Secretly Blew Up Russian Bridge
Giulia Carbonaro - Newsweek
A Ukrainian army officer revealed on Twitter how his team destroyed a Russian
pontoon bridge a couple of days ago, defeating attempts by Russian troops to cross
the Siverskyi Donets river running between the Donetsk and Luhansk provinces.

Ukrainian Armed Forces/Twitter An image shared by Ukrainian armed forces,
apparently showing a destroyed pontoon bridge.
A Ukrainian officer claimed to be the one who spotted where Russian troops would
have attempted to cross the river.
"Artillerymen of the 17th tank brigade of the #UAarmy have opened the holiday
season for [Russian forces]," the ministry said on Twitter on Wednesday, sharing
images which appear to show a devastated pontoon bridge and destroyed or damaged
vehicles. "Some bathed in the Siverskyi Donets River, and some were burned by the
May sun.”

Ukrainian authorities said the 80th Separate Assault Brigade had destroyed all
attempts from Russian troops to cross the river, a key obstacle for Russian troops
hoping to reach Ukrainian-defended territories in the east.
A man identified only as Maxim, who said he is a military engineer and a member of
Ukraine's explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) team, claimed on Twitter that he was
one of the officers who coordinated the attack.

He said he was among the experts sent to do engineering reconnaissance on May 7
and 8 on the Siverskyi Donets River ahead of a possible crossing by Russian troops.

Russian forces had gathered on the other side of the river from the settlement of
Bilohorivka, according to the tweet from Maxim. So he headed to the area
surrounding the settlement and the nearby village of Hryhorivka to assess where
Russian troops could possibly attempt to mount a pontoon bridge and cross the river.
Maxim said he assessed that Russian troops would have needed at least 8 parts to
complete a floating bridge capable of crossing the over 260 feet wide river, and that it
would take them at least two hours of work to do so.

He reported this information to his commanding officers, adding that troops should
look out for the sound of a motorized boat, which he assessed Russian troops would
need to use to mount the pontoon bridge.
"Visibility was s*** in the area because Russians put fields & forests on fire, and
were throwing a lot of smoke grenades. On top of that, it was foggy,” Maxim wrote on
Twitter in his narration of the incident.

"They had to hear the sound. And they did on May 8th early morning. Right at the
place I said.” Maxim said he was able to see the Russians mounting the pontoon
bridge with his drone.
"Artillery was ready,” wrote Maxim. Ukrainian troops were able to confirm that
Russian had mounted seven parts of the bridge out of a total of eight, as the officer
had predicted.
"Russians have even succeeded to move some troops and vehicles over the river.
Combats started,” wrote Maxim, adding that he had never before seen such heavy
combat in his life.
The bridge had fallen by May 9, according to the Ukrainian officer, leaving some
30-50 Russian vehicles and infantry stuck on the Ukrainian side of the river "with no
way back." His estimates were confirmed by Ukrainian armed forces, although the
claims have not been independently verified or reported by Russia.

#Ukraine: UA forces destroyed a Russian bridging effort across the Siverskyi Donets
River near Bilohorivka, #Luhansk Oblast. As a result, the bridge, a BREM-1 ARV,
T-72B. BMP(-2), and pontoon tugboat were destroyed or sunk.
Maxim then said that Ukraine's aviation started bombing the area, destroying all "the
remains of Russians there, and the other bridge they tried to make.”
The officer wrote that unverified rumors suggest 1,500 Russian troops
perished during the Ukrainian counter-attack, an unverified claim that has been
mentioned in a report on the attack by Forbes. Russian authorities have not confirmed

the number of Russian soldiers injured or killed during the incident,
but Newsweek has reached out to the Ministry of Defense for comment.
The bridge was reported completely down by May 10.

Images and drone footage of the destroyed bridge was circulated on social media by
Ukraine armed forces.
"Their strategic objective was to cross the river and then encircle Lysychansk. They
miserably failed,” Maxim wrote, saying the mission "made a huge impact on Russian
losses and completely screwed up their plans to encircle Lysychansk.”

Why Finland, Sweden joining NATO will be big deal
LORNE COOK - Associated Press (AP)

Associated Press
BRUSSELS (AP) — It’s likely to be the quickest NATO enlargement ever and one that
would redraw Europe’s security map. Finnish leaders announced Thursday their
belief that Finland should join the world’s biggest military organization because of
Russia's war in Ukraine. Sweden could soon follow suit.
Should they apply for membership, the move would have far-reaching ramifications
for Northern Europe and trans-Atlantic security.

Associated Press A Leopard battle tank of the Armoured Brigade is seen during the
Army mechanised exercise Arrow 22 exercise at the Niinisalo garrison in Kankaanp,
Western Finland, on May 4, 2022.
Finland appears on the cusp of joining NATO. Sweden could follow suit. By year's
end, they could stand among the alliance's ranks. Russia's war in Ukraine has
provoked a public about face on membership in the two Nordic countries.

They are already NATO's closest partners, but should Russia respond to their
membership moves they might soon need the organization's military support. (Heikki
Saukkomaa/Lehtikuva via AP)
No doubt, it will also anger their large neighbor Russia, which blames, at least in
part, its war in Ukraine on NATO’s continued expansion closer to its borders. It's
unclear how Russian President Vladimir Putin might retaliate. The Kremlin said
Thursday that it certainly won't improve European security.

Associated Press Finnish soldiers take part in the Army mechanised exercise Arrow
22 exercise at the Niinisalo garrison in Kankaanp'', Western Finland, on May 4,
2022.
The following is a brief look at what Finland and Sweden's membership in the
30-country NATO alliance could mean, with the Nordic partners expected to
announce their intention to join within days.
FINLAND AND SWEDEN
Not neutral like Switzerland, Finland and Sweden traditionally think of themselves as
militarily “nonaligned.” But Russia’s war in Ukraine and Putin’s apparent desire to
establish a Moscow-centered “sphere of influence” has shaken their security notions
to the core. Just days after he ordered the Feb. 24 invasion, public opinion shifted
dramatically.
Support in Finland for NATO membership has hovered around 20-30% for years. It
now stands at over 70%. The two are NATO’s closest partners but maintaining good
ties with Russia has been an important part of their foreign policy, particularly for
Finland.
Now they hope for security support from NATO states — primarily the United States
— in case Moscow retaliates. Britain pledged on Wednesday to come to their aid.
THE NORDIC REGION

NATO membership for the two, joining regional neighbors Denmark, Norway and
Iceland, would formalize their joint security and defense work in ways that their
Nordic Defense Cooperation pact hasn't.
NORDEFCO, as it’s known, focuses on cooperation. Working within NATO means
putting forces under joint command.

Associated Press FILE - In this photo provided by the Swedish Armed Forces on Aug.
25, 2020, troops prepare in the Baltic Sea region.
Accession would tighten the strategic Nordic grip on the Baltic Sea — Russia’s
maritime point of access to the city of St. Petersburg and its Kaliningrad exclave.
Finland and Sweden also join them, along with Iceland, at the heart of the triangle
formed with the North Atlantic and maritime areas in the Arctic, to where Russia
projects its military might from the northern Kola Peninsula. Integrated NATO
military planning will become a lot simpler, making the region easier to defend.

Associated Press A moment of the military exercise SWENEX at the Marine regiment
in Berga, Sweden, Oct. 27, 2021.

NATO
Finland and Sweden are NATO’s closest partners. They contribute to the alliance’s
operations and air policing.
Most importantly, they already meet NATO’s membership criteria, on functioning
democracies, good neighborly relations, clear borders and armed forces that are in
lock-step with the allies. After the invasion, they formally boosted information
exchanges with NATO and sit in on every meeting on war issues.

Associated Press FILE - President Joe Biden is greeted by NATO Secretary General
Jens Stoltenberg as he arrives for meetings with NATO allies about the Russian
invasion of Ukraine, on March 24, 2022, in Brussels.
Both are modernizing their armed forces and investing in new equipment. Finland is
purchasing dozens of high-end F-35 warplanes. Sweden has top quality fighter jets,
the Gripen.

Associated Press FILE- NATO naval mine countermeasure vessels berth in Turku,
Finland, during the international Northern Coasts 2014 (NOCO14) military exercise
on Aug. 29, 2014.
Finland says it’s already hit NATO’s defense spending guideline of 2% of gross
domestic product. Sweden too is ramping up its military budget and expects to reach
the target by 2028. The NATO average was estimated at 1.6% last year.

Associated Press FILE - Finland's President Sauli Niinisto makes a point during a
joint press conference with British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, at the Presidential
Palace in Helsinki, Finland, Wednesday, May 11, 2022.
RUSSIA

Putin has demanded that NATO stop expanding and in his May 9 speech blamed the
West for the war. But public opinion in Finland and Sweden suggests that he has
driven them into NATO’s arms.
If Finland joins, it would double the length of the alliance’s border with Russia,
adding a further 1,300 kilometers (830 miles) for Moscow to defend.
Putin has promised a “military, technical” response if they join. But many troops
from Russia’s western district near Finland were sent to Ukraine, and those units
suffered heavy casualties, Western military officers say.
So far, Moscow is doing nothing obvious to dissuade the two — apart perhaps from a
couple of incidents where Russian planes entered their airspace. The Kremlin said
Thursday that its response could depend on how close NATO infrastructure moves
toward Russia's borders.
Some at NATO worry that the Russians might deploy nuclear weapons or more
hypersonic missiles to the Kaliningrad exclave, across the Baltic Sea wedged between
allies Poland and Lithuania.

Putin Has a Military Rebellion Problem on His Hands, Reports Say
Jon Jackson - Newsweek

Getty Images
Russian President Vladimir Putin may be seeing serious dissension in his military's
ranks, if reports about officer insubordination and low troop morale in Ukraine are
any indication.
On Monday, a senior official from the U.S. Defense Department said the agency had
received anecdotal reports about officers in Russia's military refusing to follow
orders in Ukraine. The statement came after numerous reports have surfaced since
the beginning of the war about Russia's forces suffering from low morale.

The Pentagon official said the reports, which could not be independently confirmed,
concerned officers in mid-grade positions, including some at the battalion level.
The claim about officers disobeying orders followed numerous reports like the one
from a March 1 New York Times story that cited a Pentagon official who said entire
Russian units had laid down their weapons rather than fight Ukraine's forces.
Some Russian troops had even sabotaged their own vehicles, according to the official.
More recently, the Ukrainian government said last month it had learned of Russian
troops who had refused to fight.
"There are good reasons for low morale on the Russian side. The war isn't going well.
Its purpose is unclear, and fighting a war against a neighbor—with whom it's easy to
communicate—is psychologically burdensome to soldiers,” said Michael Kimmage, a
Catholic University history professor and former member of the secretary's policy
planning staff at the State Department.
While Kimmage told Newsweek he has not seen any evidence to suggest a widespread
rebellion among Putin's troops, he noted it is "possible that there are mutinous
movements within the Russian army and not all of them on the lower levels.”
Monday's comments from the Pentagon regarding officers not following orders came
after The New York Times reported on May 4 that the U.S. intelligence community
had provided information to Ukraine that helped it find and kill Russian generals. The
Pentagon later denied the U.S. had provided Ukraine with any intelligence regarding
the location of Russian military officers.
Defense Intelligence Agency Director Scott Berrier said at a Senate hearing on
Tuesday that an estimated eight to 10 Russian generals have been killed since
Russia's attacks began in late February.
Berrier, a lieutenant general, attributed the large number of deaths among Russian
officers to the military's lack of NCOs, or noncommissioned officers, which results in
higher-ranking military leaders being forced to the dangerous front lines.
Lawrence Reardon, an associate professor of political science at the University of
New Hampshire, told Newsweek that these sorts of realities in the war could lead to
dissent among both officers and soldiers.
"I am not surprised at the stories depicting Russian soldiers and even mid-level
officers refusing to follow orders, as they are facing a different form or warfare,
where the soldiers not only worry about land mines but unseen, silent drones flying
overhead launching missiles and dropping grenades on Russian armor and Russian
generals,” Reardon said.
He added that the majority of soldiers in Ukraine "are conscripts from the Russian
heartland who are dealing with old or defective equipment, lack the technological
expertise” to counter the sophisticated Western arms going to Ukraine.

Like Berrier, Reardon cited Russia's lack of noncommissioned officers as a problem,
saying such leaders could help "keep the conscripts obeying their orders.”
"Insubordination and low troop morale are things that happen in any war,” Yuri
Zhukov, an associate professor at the University of Michigan, said.
"My own sense is that Russia almost certainly has a more serious morale problem
than the Ukrainians do, and they are adapting to try to keep these cases contained.”
He added, "In wartime, each side has an incentive to publicly minimize their own
losses and inflate the losses of their opponent, including cases of soldiers
surrendering, deserting and disobeying orders.”
Northwestern University political science professor William Reno said he also feels
statements from U.S. and European officials about Russia's low morale and officer
dissent are being made, in part, as a strategic move.
"No doubt there are instances of insubordination,” Reno said.
"U.S. agencies pick up all sorts of Russian battlefield communications and observe
movements on the ground, so I'd classify the Department of Defense statement as a
'not false’ statement.”
Reno also said that while "Russia's military consistently under-performs,” such
statements "play to concerns among some Russians, members of the elite and
otherwise, that their system is very poor at correcting course.”
"Escalation and the nuclear shadow are real concerns in this context, given Moscow's
very poor hand at this point,” he said.
"That also means the endgame from a NATO perspective would involve Russia's
political system crumpling from within.”
Newsweek reached out to Russia's Defense Ministry for comment.

China Warns U.S. Warship for 'Intensifying Tensions' By Sailing Near Taiwan
Emma Mayer - Newsweek

TED ALJIBE/AFP via Getty Images
China's military reported Wednesday that a warning was sent to a U.S. warship that
was traveling close to Taiwan while China performed military drills nearby, stating
that the U.S. was "deliberately intensifying tensions" between them.
The People's Liberation Army's (PLA) Eastern Theatre Command announced that
routine drills were being held in the seas and airspace "in a bid to test and improve
the joint operations capability of multiple services and arms.”
Meanwhile, the United States Navy's 7th Fleet stated that the guided-missile cruiser,
USS Port Royal, was conducting a "routine” Taiwan Strait transit "in accordance
with international law” on Tuesday, which the Navy has been carrying out once a
month, Reuters reported.
The routine travel through the strait has been seen by China as a message of support
for Taiwan. China said in a Wednesday statement that they were "monitoring” the
U.S. ship and "warned it.”
"The United States frequently stages such dramas and provokes trouble, sending
wrong signals to Taiwan independence forces, and deliberately intensifying tensions
across the Taiwan Strait,” the PLA said. "Theatre troops maintain high alert at all
times, resolutely counteract all threats and provocations, and resolutely defend
national sovereignty and territorial integrity.”
According to Reuters, the U.S. Navy stated that "Port Royal's transit through the
Taiwan Strait demonstrates the United States' commitment to a free and open
Indo-Pacific. The United States military flies, sails, and operates anywhere
international law allows.”
Taiwan's Defense Ministry added that the situation in the Taiwan Strait was "as
normal.”
On the same day, a Chinese attack helicopter flew across the center of the strait,
doing so for the first time in 20 months, Taiwan's Defense Ministry also confirmed.

China has long laid claim over Taiwan, which operates as an independent state, and
has consistently denied that Taiwan is not under China's rule despite having never
actually governed the island.
After Russia's invasion of Ukraine in February, Chinese officials have discussed a
potential invasion into Taiwan, though they have denied that the term "invasion"
would not apply.
"Since Taiwan is a part of China, how can the mainland 'invade’ Taiwan?” Wang
Wenbin, a spokesperson for the Chinese Foreign Ministry, said in response to U.S.
Secretary of State Antony Blinken.
In late April, Blinken stated in a press conference that the U.S. was "determined to
make sure that [Taiwan] has all the necessary means to defend itself against any
potential aggression, including unilateral action by China to disrupt the status quo
that's been in place now for many decades.”
Newsweek reached out to the U.S. Navy and Taiwan's Ministry of Foreign Affairs for
comment.

Navy SEALs and Army Green Berets are training for a new, frigid battlefield after
2 decades in the desert
Stavros Atlamazoglou (insider@insider.com) - Business Insider

US Army/Staff Sgt. Anthony Bryant US Army Green Berets exit the tarmac after
loading a US Air Force C-130 for movement north of the Arctic Circle during
Exercise Arctic Edge, in Fairbanks, Alaska, March 2, 2022.
US special-operations forces ventured to Alaska in February to train for Arctic
warfare. Their trip reflects the US military's increasing focus on the Arctic, which is
growing more accessible.

The US isn't the only country with an interest in Arctic security, and US operators
aren't alone there.
With near-peer warfare back on the agenda, US special operators are focusing their
training on environments where they are highly likely to find themselves engaged.
The frigid Arctic is one of those environments, and Navy SEALs and Special Warfare
Combatant-Craft Crewmen operators, Green Berets and elite aviators from the Army,
and Air Commandos recently spent almost a month training in it.
Special operators go Arctic

US Army/Staff Sgt. Anthony Bryant A 10th Special Forces Group (Airborne) sniper
during pre-deployment training for Arctic Edge 22, in Alaska, February 21, 2022.
From late February to mid-March, conventional and special-operations units got
together for Arctic Edge 22, the US military's flagship Arctic warfare exercise.
Operators from across the US special-operations community joined conventional
forces and local, state, and federal law-enforcement in Alaska.
Green Berets from the 10th Special Forces Group and 19th Special Forces Group
conducted long-range patrolling using snowshoes and skis along the Arctic Ocean
and Bering Strait.
The Green Berets conducted exfiltration training with the elite "Night Stalkers" of the
160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment. The Special Forces operators also
worked with local and federal law enforcement in a simulated homeland-defense
scenario.
On the Navy side, the SEALs honed their Arctic survival skills and performed
special-reconnaissance training. Navy SWCC operators also worked with Coast
Guard commandos and practiced defending critical infrastructure.

US Navy/MCS2 Trey Hutcheson Naval Special Warfare members on the ice after a
HALO jump over USS Pasadena, March 12, 2022.
One of the most interesting parts of training the SEALs did was a free-fall jump into
an ice flow in the Arctic Ocean and link up with USS Pasadena, a Los Angeles-class
attack submarine taking part in the biennial Ice Exercise.
Finally, US Air Force Air Commandos provided rotary-wing support to conventional
units and special-operations elements taking part in the drills.
The special-operations aspects of the exercise was overseen by US Special
Operations Command North, led by Brig. Gen. Shawn Satterfield.
"Special Operations Forces tested equipment and looked at innovative ways to not
just survive in the Arctic but thrive in the Arctic,” Satterfield said in a release.
Satterfield highlighted that special operators not only trained for specific mission sets
but also developed relationships with local communities, including Alaskan natives, to
gain "knowledge from their techniques, practices and procedures on how they
succeed in the cold weather.”
Competing in the Arctic

US Army/Staff Sgt. Anthony Bryant A Green Beret during pre-deployment training for
Exercise Arctic Edge 22, at Fort Wainwright in Alaska, February 19, 2022.
As the Arctic becomes more accessible, it is taking on renewed importance for US
national security.
As a result, US special operations have been training inside the region and outside of
it in order to get more familiar with the conditions they will encounter there. One of
their training methods has been the Special Operations Winter Mountain Operator
Course, which is conducted twice a year in Colorado.
The course is open to all special-operations units but is mainly attended by Green
Berets from the 10th Special Forces Group, which has Europe as its area of
responsibility.

US Army/Staff Sgt. Travis Fontane Green Berets during an exercise for the Special
Operations Winter Mountain Operator Course, in Gunnison, Colorado, March 14-16,
2022.

True to its name, SOWMOC focuses on mountain and winter warfare. Participants
learn winter-warfare survival skills, such as how to navigate in snowy conditions, and
small-unit tactics for an Arctic setting, as well as how to infiltrate and ex-filtrate
winter-warfare environments using skis, snowshoes, and snowmobiles.
The US is not the only country with a security interest in the Arctic, and US special
operators are not alone in their efforts there.
Special Operations Command North continues to expand and strengthen relationships
with foreign special-operations units, including Canadian and Danish commandos.
"Our partners and allies are absolutely critical and foundational to our mission at
SOCNORTH. We train and coordinate with Canadian SOF routinely and Danish
Special Operations observed Arctic Edge this year,” Satterfield said.

US Air Force/Senior Airman Joseph P. LeVeille A Canadian army bombardier on a
light armored vehicle during Arctic Edge, at Eielson Air Force Base in Alaska, March
6, 2022.
The rich resources and more direct maritime routes in the Arctic Circle and the
melting ice that is making them more accessible are turning the Arctic prime
geopolitical real estate.
The US shares the region with six close allies and partners — Canada, Denmark,
Norway, Finland, Sweden, Iceland — and one of its major foes, Russia. China has
also shown interest in the region, describing itself as a "near-Arctic"
state and sending observers to meetings of the Arctic Council, which is made up of
those eight countries with Arctic territory.
Amid intensifying competition with Russia and China, the US military's interest in the
Arctic — and its preparations to fight there — will only increase.

"We want to partner with allies that have interest in protecting our lands and
approaches in the Arctic. Partnerships are critical in building all-domain awareness
across US Northern Command's area of responsibility,” Satterfield said.

Biden admin cancels massive oil and gas lease sale amid record-high gas prices
Tyler O'Neil - Fox Business

FOX News
The Biden administration canceled one of the most high-profile oil and gas lease
sales pending before the Department of the Interior Wednesday, as Americans face
record-high prices at the pump, according to AAA.
The DOI halted the potential to drill for oil in over 1 million acres in Alaska's Cook
Inlet, along with two lease sales in the Gulf of Mexico. The move comes as Biden has
taken a few actions to combat high gas prices, despite his administration's generally
hostile approach to the oil industry.
A DOI spokesperson cited a "lack of industry interest in leasing in the area” for the
decision "not to move forward” with the Cook Inlet lease sale, CBS News reported.
The spokesperson also said the department canceled the Gulf of Mexico leases – lease
259 and lease 261 – due to "conflicting court rulings that impacted work on these
proposed lease sales.”
Federal law requires DOI to stick to a five-year leasing plan for auctioning offshore
leases. The department had until the end of the current five-year plan – due to expire
on June 30 – to complete the sales.
Within his first week in office, President Biden signed an executive order temporarily
suspending new oil and gas leases on federal lands. The administration resumed the
new leasing last month following court challenges against the ban. The

administration is appealing a ruling in which Judge James Cain, a Trump appointee,
struck down the ban.
The Washington, D.C., District Court invalidated another Gulf of Mexico lease, lease
257, in January. The administration is not appealing the ruling, though it affects a
separate lease from the ones the DOI spokesperson mentioned Wednesday.
Steve Milloy, a former Trump-Pence EPA transition member and founder of
JunkScience.com, traced these lease cancellations back to President Biden in remarks
to FOX Business Wednesday.

Universal Images Group via Getty Images Alaska, Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,
ANWR, the Narrows from Schrader to Peters Lake.
"In Alaska, the problem was that the greens scared off virtually everyone,” Milloy
said. "It's expensive to explore and drill, and the greens made it pretty clear, they
were going to make it even more difficult.”
When former President Trump opened Alaska's Arctic National Wildlife Refuge for
drilling, the lease sale attracted only three bidders, including the state of Alaska itself.
Environmental activists have opposed ANWR drilling for decades, and Milloy
suggested that pressure from climate activists scared oil companies away. That sale
also took place in early 2021, amid the COVID-19 economic recession and when
Biden – who had campaigned on restricting the oil industry – was about to become
president.

"I blame Biden for all lack of production. He has scared away investment,” Milloy
told FOX Business. "I don't trust him in court defending leasing,” he added,
suggesting that the president will find "any excuse to not drill. They even tried to use
the social cost of carbon decision to stop leasing.”
Average gas prices in the U.S. have reached new record-highs in recent days,
according to AAA's gas price calculator. The national average cost of a regular gas
of gasoline hit $4.374 on Tuesday, a new record, and $4.404 on Wednesday, another
record.
The prices come as the European Union edges toward oil sanctions on Russia amid
the Kremlin's invasion of Ukraine. It also comes amid record-high inflation, with the
consumer price index reaching 8.3% in April, hovering near March's 40-year high.
The White House has blamed Russian President Vladimir Putin for the record-high
gas prices in the U.S., even coining the surge as the "#PutinPriceHike" and vowing
that President Biden will do everything he can to shield Americans from "pain at the
pump.:
Biden, last month, announced that the Environmental Protection Agency will allow
the sale of E15 gasoline – gasoline that uses a 15% ethanol blend – across the
country this summer.
Biden has also moved to release 1 million barrels of oil per day from the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve for the next 6 months. The president is also calling on Congress to
make companies pay fees on idled oil wells and non-producing acres of federal lands,
aiming to incentivize new production.
Critics have blamed Biden for a "supply problem” in the market.
While the DOI acknowledged the lease cancellations, it celebrated the winners of a
Carolina Long Bay offshore wind energy auction Wednesday.
"The Biden-Harris administration is moving forward at the pace and scale required
to help achieve the President’s goals to make offshore wind energy a reality for the
United States,” DOI Secretary Deb Haaland said in a statement.
"Together with an all-of-government approach, we can combat the effects of climate
change while creating good-paying union jobs that can benefit underserved
communities.”
The Department of Interior and the American Petroleum Institute did not respond to
after-hours requests for comment from FOX Business.

Russian commanders taking risks under growing pressure, report says; Ukraine
puts soldier on trial
Laura King - LA Times

LA Times
As fighting rages in eastern Ukraine, Russian commanders are under growing
pressure to make battlefield gains even if it means taking risks that can backfire, a
British military intelligence assessment said Friday.
The assessment cited widely viewed footage of Russian armored vehicles destroyed
during an attempted river crossing, which was posted online by Ukraine’s military.
The images could not be independently verified.
Meanwhile, Russian forces on Friday aimed a punishing new barrage at areas in the
country’s north, east and south, including bombardment of a final Ukrainian redoubt
in the shattered southern port of Mariupol.
Repeated attempts by the government in Kyiv to broker a deal to evacuate wounded
soldiers from a sprawling steel plant — the last sliver of territory in the city held by
Ukrainian forces — have so far failed.
At the same time, Ukraine launched what was described as the first war-crimes
proceeding stemming from the nearly 3-month-old invasion. A 21-year-old Russian
tank commander appeared Friday in court on charges of shooting an unarmed
civilian who was riding his bicycle in a northeastern Ukrainian village.
Seeking to intensify Western pressure on Russia’s President Vladimir Putin, the
European Union’s top diplomat, Josep Borrell, said the bloc would soon be revisiting
the notion of an embargo of Russian oil. Hungary has so far resisted such a step, but
Borrell expressed the belief that those reservations could be overcome.
“We need this agreement, and we will have it,” he said Friday as Group of Seven
foreign ministers from wealthy democracies gathered in Germany.
On the battlefield, Ukrainian troops have managed to push Russian troops away from
the country’s second-largest city, Kharkiv, Ukrainian and Western military officials
say, more than a month after Russia broke off an attempt to seize the capital, Kyiv.

But Russian forces have slowly taken some ground elsewhere in Ukraine’s eastern
industrial heartland, and heavy use of artillery against populated areas is exacting a
horrific civilian toll.
While the front lines have been fluid in some areas, with some villages changing
hands repeatedly, clashes along a 300-mile battlefront have been punctuated by some
decisive losses and gains.
Ukraine’s defense ministry said Thursday that more than a dozen Russian armored
vehicles were destroyed while trying to cross the Seversky Donets River near the
village of Bilohorivka in Luhansk, one of two provinces making up the Donbas region,
the war’s main battleground.
Western analysis of the event placed it in the context of other setbacks suffered by
Russian forces during the war, including the failed early attempt to capture Kyiv,
saying Moscow’s military leaders were likely under increasing duress as a result.
“Conducting river crossings in a contested environment is a highly risky maneuver
and speaks to the pressure the Russian commanders are under to make progress in
their operations in eastern Ukraine,” the daily British military assessment said.
Based on images of the event, Russia lost “significant armored maneuver elements”
of at least one battalion tactical group, the intelligence report said.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky, in an overnight video address, declared
that “Russia’s strategic defeat is already obvious to everyone in the world.” He spoke
hours after Finland’s leaders expressed support Thursday for joining the NATO
alliance, marking a fundamental shift in Europe’s security architecture.
The Kremlin responded to the Finnish announcement, and a similar one considered
likely soon from Sweden, with threats of unspecified “military technical” measures.
The White House and NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg both said Finnish
and Swedish membership applications would be welcomed.
The Russian retreat from areas near the Ukrainian capital followed weeks of its
forces occupying suburbs and satellite towns to Kyiv’s north and west. In their wake,
the Russian forces left a trove of evidence of atrocities against Ukrainian civilians,
which Moscow denies took place.
Ukraine says it is investigating thousands of alleged war crimes, but the trial of Sgt.
Vadim Shyshimarin, which opened Friday in a Kyiv courtroom, is the first proceeding
of its kind since the war began.
The Russian sergeant, who was captured by Ukrainian forces, could face life in
prison in the shooting of an unarmed 62-year-old civilian man in the northern village
of Chupakhiva.
With Western nations continuing to search for ways to dissuade Putin from pressing
on with the war, G-7 foreign ministers held their seventh such gathering since the Feb.
24 invasion.

At the meeting in Germany, British Foreign Secretary Liz Truss urged the allies to
keep economic sanctions in place until Russian troops leave Ukraine, the British
Broadcasting Corp. reported.
Truss told the gathering that Putin was “humiliating himself on the world stage” in
Ukraine, the BBC said.

Military Expert Gives Putin's Forces 90 Days in Ukraine
Jon Jackson - Newsweek
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A military expert on Thursday told Newsweek he believes Russia's military can only
last about 90 more days in Ukraine before its forces and equipment become too
depleted to continue.
Sean Spoonts, editor-in-chief of the military news outlet SOFREP, said Russian
President Vladimir Putin's forces have already expended a sizable portion of its
arsenal since the war began in late February.
He also noted that Russia is facing difficulties replenishing military equipment and
vehicles due to supply chain interruptions and severe economic sanctions placed on
Russia. It's that's a game changer. Then you know by.
"I think the Russians would not be able to go much further than 90 days longer,”
Spoonts said. "At the bleed rate that they're going through right now, 90 days may be
stretching it.”
Spoonts said evidence that Russia's troop ranks and arsenal is suffering can be seen
by how troops units and equipment were recently moved from Russia's border with
Magnolia thousands of miles away and placed in Ukraine.
"That's desperation,” he said.

Russia's military has faced large amounts of casualties in ground conflict, while its
naval forces have struggled on the waters of the Black Sea. Even the country's air
force, which experts felt would be a dominant factor in Russia claiming a quick
victory in Ukraine, has failed to establish air superiority.
Throughout the conflict, Putin has repeatedly warned NATO about interfering, even
going so far as saying "lightning fast” retaliation would come to any countries that
provided Ukraine with the ability to make a strategic threat against Russia.
Given the damage sustained to his forces already, Spoonts said he doesn't feel Putin
could mount much of a challenge should he become engaged in combat with NATO.
"NATO would slaughter them,” Spoonts said.
"And they would do it mostly with air assets.”
He said the U.S. could have 200 to 300 military aircraft over to strike Russia within a
week. The American firepower combined with the military from Poland, France,
Germany and the United Kingdom would give NATO a "formidable fighting force,”
and Russia would be "stopped cold.”
"The Ukrainians did that without an air force,” Spoonts said.
On Wednesday, U.S. Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin said during a hearing of the
House Appropriations Subcommittee that he believes Putin wouldn't want a direct
conflict with the powerful forces of NATO.
"If Russia decides to attack any nation that's a NATO member, then that's a game
changer,” Austin said in response to a question about possible Russian escalation.
"But if you look at Putin's calculus, my view—and I'm sure the chairman has his own
view—but my view is that Russia doesn't want to take on the NATO alliance.”

Turkey's leader opposes letting Finland, Sweden join NATO
JARI TANNER & SUZAN FRASER - Associated Press (AP)

Associated Press

HELSINKI (AP) — Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said Friday that his
country is “not favorable” toward Finland and Sweden joining NATO, indicating that
Turkey could use its status as a member of the Western military alliance to veto moves
to admit the two countries.

AP Photo/Frank Augstein, Pool, File - British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, left, and
Sweden's Prime Minister Magdalena Andersson exchange files as they sign a security
assurance, in Harpsund, the country retreat of Swedish prime ministers, Wednesday,
May 11, 2022.
Finland appears on the cusp of joining NATO. Sweden could follow suit. By year’s
end, they could stand among the alliance’s ranks. Russia’s war in Ukraine has
provoked a public about face on membership in the two Nordic countries.
They are already NATO’s closest partners, but should Russia respond to their
membership moves they might soon need the organization’s military support.
“We are following developments concerning Sweden and Finland, but we are not of a
favorable opinion,” Erdogan told reporters.
The Turkish leader explained his opposition by citing Sweden and other Scandinavian
countries’ alleged support for Kurdish militants and others whom Turkey considers to
be terrorists.
He said he also did not want to repeat Turkey's past “mistake” from when it agreed to
readmit Greece into NATO's military wing in 1980. He claimed the action had
allowed Greece “to take an attitude against Turkey by taking NATO behind it."

AP Photo/Martin Meissner - A Russian Imperial double-headed eagle is seen in front
of a Sweden flag on the Czarina's Stone in the Market Square, in Helsinki, Finland,
Friday, May 13, 2022.
Finnish leaders announced Thursday their belief that Finland should join the world's
biggest military organization because of Russia's war in Ukraine. Sweden could soon
follow suit.
Erdogan did not say outright that he would block any accession attempt the two
Nordic nations might make, but NATO takes all its decisions by consensus, meaning
that each of the 30 member countries has a potential veto over who can join.
NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg has said that Finland and Sweden, should
they formally apply to join the world’s biggest security organization, would be
welcomed with open arms.
The accession procedure could be done in “a couple of weeks,” several NATO
officials have said, although it could take around 6 months for member countries to
ratify the accession protocol.
Meanwhile. a report by the Swedish government on the changed security environment
facing the Nordic country after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine says Moscow would
react negatively to Sweden joining NATO and launch several counter-measures.
The Swedish government’s security policy analysis, which will be used as a basis for
Prime Minister Magdalena Andersson’s Cabinet to decide whether to seek
membership in the Western military alliance, was presented to Swedish lawmakers
Friday.
Sweden’s governing Social Democratic Party, led by Andersson, is expected to reveal
its decision on Sunday.
The report pointed to NATO membership carrying a number of advantages for
Sweden - above all the collective security provided by the 30-member military

alliance. At the same time, it lists numerous tactics Russia is likely to take in
retaliation.
These would include cyber and different kind of hybrid attacks, violations of Swedish
airspace or territorial sea. Other aggressive behavior including strategic signaling
with nuclear weapons are also conceivable from Moscow, the report said.
The report states that Russia’s war in Ukraine limits the possibilities for attacks on
other countries but that Russia still has the capacity for a limited number of hostile
measures against countries like Sweden. The report does not make recommendations
whether Sweden should join NATO or not.
Swedish Foreign Minister Ann Linde told lawmakers at the Riksdagen legislature that
“an armed attack on Sweden cannot be ruled out” and pointed to the security
guarantee that NATO membership would offer.
The president and prime minister of Nordic neighbor Finland said Thursday they’re
in favor of rapidly applying for NATO membership, paving the country’s way to
formally announce membership bid in the coming days.

US special-operations leaders are figuring out what skills to bring with them into
'the 5th modern era' of special ops.
Stavros Atlamazoglou (insider@insider.com) - Business Insider

US Army/VIS Jason Johnston A US soldier assigned to Special Operations Command
Africa observes wind conditions during a parachute jump near Stuttgart, Germany,
September 21, 2016.
US special operators are shifting focus to great-power competition after 20 years of
counter-terrorism
.
Special-ops leaders told lawmakers in April that in a new era they will focus on an
old skill: supporting conventional forces.

During a Senate hearing at the end of April, US special-operations leaders provided
insight into how the US special-operations community is gearing up for future
challenges.
Near-peer adversaries — mainly China, but also Russia — are the primary threats to
US national security, and the US military, including US Special Operations
Command, is adjusting accordingly.
When asked how the shift from counter-terrorism and counterinsurgency operations
to great-power competition is affecting their planning and investment decisions, the
commanders emphasized a shift to supporting operations.
The leaders of US Air Force Special Operations Command and Naval Special
Warfare Command in particular described a desire for the special-operations
component commands to more closely support their parent branch — the Air Force
and the Navy, respectively.
"I believe that the service components of SOF are most effective when we're closest to
our parent services,” said Lt. Gen. James Slife, the head of US Air Force Special
Operations Command.

© US Air Force/Staff Sgt. Zade Vadnais US Air Force tactical air control party
airmen during an exercise at Point Barrow in Alaska, January 13, 2022.
The AFSOC boss went on to say that there is value in "enabling our broader service"
and helping it "to be effective."
"So I think for AFSOC there's a lot of work to be done in the integrated-air-defense
area as well as the counter-space mission area,” Slife added.

US Navy Rear Adm. Hugh Howard III, commander of NSW, said that his Navy SEALs
and Navy Special Warfare Combatant-Craft crews are moving back to supporting the
Big Navy and extending the "kill chain."
Howard acknowledged that over the past 20 years NSW has lost some ground "in the
distinctive things that only we can do, and we are moving with urgency to make the
main thing the things that only we can do in the maritime domain.”
During 20 years of fighting terrorists and insurgents in the Middle East, Africa, and
elsewhere, US special-operations forces took the lead, with the US military's
conventional forces backing them up.
The special-ops leaders' comments indicate a shift back to the role those special
operators have played throughout their history: supporting their conventional
brethren.
Cyber, space, and SOF

US Air Force/Michelle Gigante Airmen with the 919th Special Operations
Communications Squadron configure a communications network at Duke Field in
Florida, November 1, 2021.
The special-operations leaders are also looking into the future, and especially in the
cyber and space domains, which are increasingly important for facilitating operations
in other domains and as domains of warfare on their own.
US Marine Corps Maj. Gen. James Glynn, commander of Marine Forces Special
Operations Command, emphasized his command's "examination” of its cyber and
space capabilities and "the integration with special operations going forward to
narrow that gray zone,” referring to the space in which threatening activities short of
war often take place.

Today, pretty much all special-operations units, including the tier-one special mission
units of Joint Special Operations Command, have some in-house cyber capability.
Special-operations units are also focusing on the information domain and on
developing and influencing target audiences.
"I cannot envision a future where that does not increase in importance, affecting
target audiences, general populations, governments, armies, morale, and eroding
their overall effectiveness,” US Army Lt. Gen. Jonathan Braga, commander of US
Army Special Operations Command, said of information operations.
More direct action, less foreign training

US Marine Corps/Cpl. Tyler S. Dietrich A Marine with Marine Corps Forces Special
Operations Command fast-ropes out of an MV-22B Osprey at Camp Pendleton,
February 4, 2016.
The renewed focus on near-peer adversaries means that special-operations forces will
need to reappraise their mission sets and priorities.
In shifting from counter-terrorism to great-power competition, the focus "must shift
from sensing, identifying, and targeting small underground terrorist networks to
being able to initially provide a deterrence through a wide and formidable array of
partnerships with our military alliances, not only in the Pacific but from across the
globe,” retired Marine Raider Maj. Fred Galvin told Insider.
Galvin is the author of "A Few Bad Men," a non-fiction account of the first Marine
Special Operations combat deployment to Afghanistan and how they overcame
attacks from all sides.

US Army/Staff Sgt. Anthony Bryant US Army Green Berets breach a building during
direct-action operations training at Camp Hansen in Okinawa, May 2021.
"SOCOM has a large task in shaping each phase of the future fight through imposing
costs to our competitors during the crisis and conflict phases,” Galvin said.
A "primary” difference in how US special-operations forces will conduct crisis and
conflict operations during great-power competition will be those forces' "reliance on
and coordination with conventional and allied forces vs. conducting separate,
small-scale unilateral operations” as they did during the war on terror, Galvin
added.
Galvin also said a major shift will be the reduced focus on foreign internal defense, or
the training of foreign partners.
Although US special operators will still train partner forces and help foreign
militaries increase their capacities, near-peer competition likely means those
operators will be conducting "more direct engagements vs. the preponderance of
advise and assist missions that have occurred over the previous 20 years,” Galvin
said.
*** Stavros Atlamazoglou is a defense journalist specializing in special operations, a
Hellenic Army veteran (national service with the 575th Marine Battalion and Army
HQ), and a Johns Hopkins University graduate.
War in Ukraine: Latest developments
AFP

Yasuyoshi CHIBA
Here are the latest developments in the war in Ukraine:
- 'Tens of thousands' of Ukrainians taken: US The United States accuses Russia of forcibly taking onto territory under its control
tens of thousands of Ukrainians, sending them to "filtration camps" where they are
subjected to "brutal interrogations".
The remarks by Michael Carpenter, the US ambassador to the Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), support allegations by the Ukrainian
government which estimates nearly 1.2 million people have been deported into Russia
or Russian-controlled territory.
- 'Shot in the back' Ukrainian prosecutors are investigating a series of war crimes allegedly committed
by Russian forces, including the fatal shooting of two unarmed civilians outside Kyiv,
CNN reports.
CNN and the BBC release security camera footage showing two Ukrainian civilians
shot in the back by Russian soldiers near a car dealership outside of Kyiv on March
16.
One man died on the spot, the other died shortly after. Prosecutors are investigating
the attack as a war crime, CNN reports.
- More than six million refugees More than six million refugees have fled Ukraine since Russia's invasion began on
February 24, the UN refugee agency says.
A total of 6,029,705 people had fled Ukraine as of May 11, with Poland hosting the
largest number. Women and children represent 90 percent of the refugees.
- G7 'strongly united' on Ukraine -

France says the Group of Seven industrialized nations is committed to helping
Ukraine win its war against Russia as the group's top diplomats hold talks in northern
Germany.
French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian says the G7 countries were "very
strongly united” in their will to "continue in the long term to support Ukraine's fight
for its sovereignty until Ukraine's victory”.
- Fighting in east Ukraine's presidency says shelling continues throughout Lugansk -- part of the
Donbas region where its forces are fiercely opposing Russian troops and
Kremlin-backed separatists.
Russia's army said it struck Donetsk and Kharkiv on Thursday, killing more than 170
people and destroying Ukrainian drones and rockets.
- Attacks in Moldova Authorities in Moldova's Moscow-backed breakaway region of Transnistria say two
attempted attacks were carried out on infrastructure in the regional capital Tiraspol.
The incidents come after a string of attacks were reported in the separatist region
with fears mounting of a spillover from the conflict in neighbouring Ukraine.
- Finland seeks NATO membership A special committee will announce Finland's formal decision of whether to join NATO
on Sunday after the country's president and prime minister say they want their
country to join the alliance in the wake of Russia's invasion of Ukraine.
NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg promises the membership process -- which the US
Senate, Germany and France also say they back -- will be "smooth and swift”.
But Russia, which has been infuriated by NATO's expansion into eastern Europe, says
it will be forced to take "military-technical” steps if Helsinki presses ahead with its
NATO bid.

The West Will Work With the Philippines’ Next President, Even If He Is a
Dictator’s Son
Chad de Guzman / Manila - The Time

Alex Bowie–Getty Images
The ascent of Philippine dictator’s son Ferdinand “Bongbong” Marcos Jr. to power
marks an important turning point for the Southeast Asian country as it tries to find a
balance in its relationship with the U.S. and China.
Outgoing President Rodrigo Duterte’s foreign policy approach was, for the most part,
marked by hostility toward the West in general and the U.S. in particular.
Ever since a 2002 bombing in Davao City—his home turf—where U.S. operatives
allegedly spirited away an American suspect without the approval of the Philippine
authorities, Duterte has been vocal against what he sees as Western meddling in the
country’s affairs.
He also recognized China’s growing might and cultivated Beijing as a hedge against
Washington. Case in point: he never pressed a 2016 U.N.-backed ruling invalidating
China’s sweeping claims over the South China Sea, where Beijing has built several
artificial islands and militarized some of them.
Instead, Duterte trod lightly on Chinese maneuvers and construction activity in the
strategic waterway.
Local and international observers say Marcos Jr. will broadly follow Duterte’s
approach to Beijing as part of his promise of policy continuity, but with a slightly
different tack.
He doesn’t have the “ideological orientation and the personal resentment that
Duterte has toward the West as a whole,” says Richard Heydarian, a political science
professor at the Polytechnic University of the Philippines.
Marcos Jr. has his own issues with the West, however. He, his mother, and his
father’s estate continue to evade a U.S. contempt ruling in 1995 in connection with a
human rights class action suit against his father.

Being the son of Ferdinand E. Marcos, whose 21-year rule in the Philippines gained
notoriety for its state-sponsored killings, corruption and kleptocracy, isn’t helping.
But these factors will not strain ties with Washington, says Joshua Kurlantzick, senior
fellow for Southeast Asia at the Council on Foreign Relations in New York.
He points out that Duterte never visited the U.S. as president and was openly hostile
to it, yet Washington continued to maintain its defense alliance with Manila.
“It is true [Marcos Jr.] faces a potential arrest for contempt of court if he comes to
the U.S.,” Kurlantzick tells TIME.
“But the White House might find a way to massage that, or he could come to the U.S.
for the United Nations General Assembly, which is generally a safe zone for people
who might otherwise face charges in the U.S., and meet with U.S. officials.”
The U.S. and the Philippines established formal diplomatic relations in 1946, after
American soldiers joined Filipino forces to defeat Japanese invaders during World
War II.
A 1951 pact requires both countries to support each other if attacked by an external
force. The growing rivalry between America and China, and the Philippines’
geographic location, make the Southeast Asian nation an invaluable ally for
Washington.
Push back may come if democracy in the Philippines takes a further hit under Marcos
Jr., Kurlantzick adds. But Heydarian thinks Washington has “no choice” but to
engage with Manila, to keep it away from Beijing and Moscow, both of which have
been spreading their influence in the region.
Balancing China and the U.S.
China is the Philippines’ top trading partner. Its direct investments in the Philippines
reached $17.46 million in the first half of 2021. Duterte had called for more Chinese
involvement in big-ticket infrastructure projects but many of them were delayed
because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some Philippine economists and lawmakers now warn that further Chinese dealings
would put the country at risk of more burdensome loans.
Kurlantzick says any hard pivot to Beijing will also be difficult for Marcos
domestically. The incoming Philippine president will be limited by negative public
opinion against China, a traditionally pro-U.S. security establishment, and Duterte’s
own recent warming up to Washington.
Lucio Pitlo III, a research fellow at the Asia-Pacific Pathways to Progress
Foundation, says Beijing has been wary of joint U.S.-Philippine military drills and
hesitant to push forward with big investments in the Philippines amid security
concerns.
Marcos Jr. will have to tread carefully between the two powers to leverage relations
with each of them without antagonizing the other. Both U.S. President Joe Biden and

Chinese leader Xi Jinping congratulated Marcos Jr. on his victory, reinforcing the
importance of maintaining cooperation on the two fronts.
“The U.S. and China will remain important partners for the
Philippines—economically, and security-wise,” Pitlo tells TIME.
“Of course, as any country in Southeast Asia, we should avoid choosing between the
two because both of these powers can do for us the things we need.”

The new Anglo-Japanese defense agreement is a message to Moscow and Beijing
Dov S. Zakheim (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill

The Hill
In 1902, Britain broke out of what had been its longstanding policy of non-alignment,
what it termed “splendid isolation,” and created its first alliance with a foreign
power, the Japanese Empire.
It subsequently renewed and expanded the treaty twice more, in 1905 and 1911. The
alliance was meant to serve as a deterrent to Russian expansion in China and Korea.
Soon enough, Japan would find itself at war with Russia, which it defeated in 1905.
Fast forward a century later and, after having been adversaries in World War II, the
two countries have announced another defense agreement, motivated as in the past by
Russian aggression — but this time with Chinese, as well as Russian, adventurism as
a primary target.
The defense pact, formally termed a Reciprocal Access Agreement, does not mention
Beijing or Moscow explicitly, but it provides for joint training, disaster relief
cooperation and, most importantly, reciprocal accelerated troop deployments.
Neither Prime Minister Boris Johnson nor his Japanese counterpart, Fumio Kishida,
has equivocated as to what the agreement is about. Speaking at 10 Downing St.,
where the two leaders met on May 5, Johnson stressed the need to have allies in

Europe and East Asia stand together in the face of what he called “autocratic,
coercive powers.” Kishida underscored the importance of standing together to
challenge Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in order to deter a potential Chinese attack on
Taiwan.
The agreement marks a noteworthy change for both countries, as its forerunner did a
century ago. Since the end of World War II, and governed by its pacifist constitution,
Japan has been reluctant to enmesh itself in foreign disputes.
Its focus instead has been on providing humanitarian and development assistance to
countries ravaged by war. It did so in the Balkans during the late 1990s and in Iraq in
the first decade of this century.
Yet, in recent years, Japan has become increasingly outspoken about China’s
intentions regarding Taiwan, once a Japanese colony that bore the name Formosa. It
was not all that long ago that Japan was reluctant to commit publicly to anything that
even remotely smacked of its willingness to come to the island democracy’s defense in
the event of a Chinese cross-straits attack. That is changing, as the prime minister’s
comments at Downing Street made clear.
At the same time, Tokyo’s willingness to impose far tougher sanctions on Moscow,
and to freeze Russian assets, in the aftermath of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine marks a
far stronger response to Moscow’s aggression than was the case in the past.
Nor was Japan fazed by Moscow’s decision to break off talks with Tokyo over the
future of the four Kuril islands, over which the two countries remain at loggerheads,
and which is a major reason why they have yet to sign a peace treaty formally to end
World War II (the state of war between them ended in 1956).
Japan has stepped up its military involvement with nations other than the United
States, most notably its involvement in the Quad, which includes not only America,
but also Australia and India.
The agreement with Britain marks another step in Japan’s emergence on the
international scene as not only an economic powerhouse but as a significant
politico-military player as well, in East Asia and in Europe.
The agreement also marks a major initiative for Britain, whose only defense
relationship of note in East Asia was the more than half-century old, low-profile Five
Powers Defense Arrangements with Singapore, Malaysia, New Zealand and
Australia.
Britain’s focus had shifted primarily to Europe when, five years before it joined what
was then called the European Economic Community in1973, the Labour Government
decided to withdraw Britain’s military presence “East of Suez.”
In recent years, Britain began conducting naval deployments through the South China
Sea to register its support for maintaining it as a free and open international
waterway. But its agreement with Japan returns it full force to the East Asian theater.

Indeed, the new Anglo-Japanese agreement builds on Britain’s defense agreements
with the United States and Australia in the AUKUS submarine and high technology
arrangement and, as noted, with Canberra via the Five Powers Defense
Arrangements.
As a result, Britain now has formal defense agreements with three of the four Quad
members, and it is those states — Japan, Australia and the United States — that are
most openly critical of China’s adventurism.
The British military may no longer be as overwhelming as it was when the
Anglo-Japanese alliance came into being, but the United Kingdom remains one of the
world’s military powers and its re-entry into East Asia should not be minimized.
Just as Moscow has had no choice but to take notice of Japan’s actions in support of
Ukraine, so, too, Beijing would be wise to do the same regarding London’s new
agreement with Tokyo.
*** Dov S. Zakheim is a senior adviser at the Center for Strategic and International
Studies and vice chairman of the board for the Foreign Policy Research Institute. He
was under secretary of Defense (comptroller) and chief financial officer for the
Department of Defense from 2001 to 2004 and a deputy under secretary of Defense
from 1985 to 1987.
Finland Responds to Russia Vowing 'Retaliatory Steps' Over NATO Move
Isabel van Brugen - Newsweek

Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images
Finland responded on Friday to Russia's vow to take "retaliatory steps” over the
country's plans to apply to join the NATO military alliance.
It comes after the Kremlin said that it "will be left with no choice but to respond”
after Finland's President Sauli Niinistö and Prime Minister Sanna Marin issued a
joint statement saying that their country must apply to join NATO "without delay.”

Russia's Foreign Ministry warned that the Kremlin "will be forced to take retaliatory
steps, both of a military-technical and other nature, in order to stop threats to its
national security arising."
Responding to the threats, Finland's Foreign Ministry said in a statement
to Newsweek that Finland "is a sovereign state and makes independent decisions on
its security and defense.”
"Finland is aware of the various challenges involved in the NATO membership
process, and is prepared for diverse hybrid and cyber threats and military means of
pressure,” the ministry said.
Finland, alongside its Nordic neighbor Sweden, has deliberated about applying to
join the alliance since Russia invaded Ukraine in February.
The two countries joining NATO after decades of military non-alignment would mark
a major change in their security policy and a dramatic shift in Europe's security
landscape.
The Kremlin acknowledged in its warning that Finland joining NATO "is a radical
change in the country's foreign policy.”
"Helsinki must be aware of the responsibility and consequences of such a move,”
Russia's foreign ministry said Thursday.
Finland's foreign ministry told Newsweek that "NATO is a defense alliance and it
does not threaten Russia.”
Russia previously threatened "serious military-political repercussions” if Finland and
Sweden were to join the alliance. Moscow has warned that the move "will not bring
stability” to Europe. It sees the expansion of NATO as a national security threat.
Russia and Finland share an 810-mile border.
The Kremlin "has previously noted that the accession of Finland to NATO would
result in military-political consequences and would require Russia to re-balance the
situation,” Finland's foreign ministry added.
News that Finland plans to apply to join NATO was praised by Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelensky, who said in a statement on Twitter that he and
Niinistö had discussed "Ukraine's European integration. And [Ukraine] - [Finland]
defense interaction” over the phone.
Other NATO leaders from Denmark, Estonia, and Romania have also expressed
support for Finland joining the alliance.
NATO's Secretary-General, Jens Stoltenberg, said Finland would be "warmly
welcomed” into the trans-Atlantic alliance. The process would be "smooth and swift,”
he said.
Newsweek has contacted Russia's Ministry of Foreign Affairs for additional comment.

The Russian Navy Keeps Exposing Its Vulnerable Support Ships To Ukrainian
Attack
David Axe (Forbes Staff) - Forbes
When a Ukrainian navy anti-ship battery put two Neptune anti-ship missiles into the
side of the Russian navy cruiser Moskva on April 13, eventually sinking the 612-foot
vessel, the Ukrainians deprived the Russian Black Sea Fleet of its main air-defense.

© Provided by ForbesThe Russian rescue ship 'Vsevolod Bobrov.' Russian navy photo
That exposed the rest of the Black Sea Fleet—in particular, auxiliary support ships
that can’t defend themselves—to attack by Ukraine’s missiles and drones. “Russia’s
resupply vessels have minimum protection in the western Black Sea,” the U.K.
Defense Ministry stated.
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But that hasn’t stopped Russian fleet commanders from sending their most important
auxiliaries—including rescue ships, crane barges and landing craft—to the most
dangerous part of the western Black Sea around Ukraine’s strategic Snake Island,
also known as Zmiinyi Island.
Whoever controls Snake Island controls the maritime approaches to Odesa, Ukraine’s
biggest port and the key to its future economic recovery. On the first full day of
Russia’s wider war on Ukraine on Feb. 24, Russian forces led by Moskva bombarded
Snake Island, captured its surviving Ukrainian defenders and set up their own
garrison on the tiny, 110-acre island, 80 miles south of Odesa.
The destruction of Moskva, along with potentially scores of her 500 sailors and all 64
of her S-300 surface-to-air missiles, was a turning point in the naval campaign that’s
been raging in parallel with intensive fighting on the ground in Ukraine.
The Ukrainian navy had just one major warship going into the wider war—the
frigate Hetman Sahaydachniy. The navy scuttled the frigate in Odesa in the early
hours of the war in order to prevent her ever falling into Russian hands.
Even without any big ships, however, the Ukrainian navy has fought a successful
campaign with its Neptunes and missile-armed TB-2 drones—and with big assists
from army anti-tank missile teams, army ballistic-missile batteries and air force
fighters.
Moskva despite her age and poor condition—she commissioned in 1983 and
underwent few major upgrades—was the linchpin of the Black Sea Fleet’s
air-defenses. The Black Sea Fleet has three other air-defenses vessels: the
three Admiral Grigorovich-class frigates with their 24 Buk medium-range SAMs.
But one of the three, the namesake Admiral Grigorovich, deployed to the
Mediterranean Sea before the war—and now is stuck there. Turkey controls the
Bosphorous Strait, the only waterway into the Black Sea, and hasn’t let any warships
in since the Russian invasion.
Two frigates with 30-mile-range air-defense systems cannot control the air space over
the 250-mile-wide western Black Sea, even with help from S-400 SAMs and Su-30
fighters based on the Crimean Peninsula.
The frigates aren’t even really trying. Commercial satellite imagery confirms that the
Kremlin is keeping the frigates close to their home port Sevastopol. The U.K. Defense
Ministry characterized it as a “retreat to Crimea.”
That helps to explain how the Ukrainian navy and air force were able sharply to
escalate their air operations right after Moskva sank. Navy TB-2 drones armed with
10-mile-range laser-guided missiles blew up three Russian air-defense systems and a
helicopter on Snake Island and also hit four of the Black Sea Fleet’s eight
55-foot-long Raptor patrol boats plus a landing craft around the island.
Ukrainian air force Su-27 fighters took advantage of the gaps in the island’s
air-defenses and bombed it during a daring raid last weekend.
All the while, the Black Sea Fleet’s Crimea-based auxiliary ships kept sailing to and
from the island. On May 9, commercial satellites spotted one of the Black Sea Fleet’s
four 187-foot Project 22870 rescue vessels at the Snake Island pier. Landing craft
also visited the island. And on May 11, a large floating crane was visible at the pier.
The auxiliaries have plenty to do. The satellite imagery hinted that their tasks so far
have included clearing the wreck of the landing craft the TB-2s sank while also
removing or replacing damaged air-defense systems.
It’s dangerous work for unarmed ships sailing without close escorts. Ukrainian
drones, fighters and anti-ship missiles are a constant threat. Having taken
out Moskva and all those Raptor patrol boats, among other vessels, it might be just a

matter of time before the Ukrainians go hunting for Russian auxiliaries, too.
“Russia’s current efforts to augment its forces on Zmiinyi Island offer Ukraine more
opportunities to engage Russian troops and attrit materiel,” the U.K. Defense
Ministry explained.
Indeed, there were unconfirmed reports they’ve already begun. According to Serihy
Bratchuk, from the Odesa regional council, a Neptune battery on Thursday struck the
Black Sea Fleet’s 311-foot rescue ship Vsevolod Bobrov off of Snake Island, heavily
damaging the vessel.

Russian oligarch secretly recorded saying Putin is 'very ill with blood cancer,'
report says
Alia Shoaib - Business Insider

Russian President Vladimir Putin attends the military parade during 77th anniversary
of the Victory Day in Red Square in Moscow, Russia on May 09, 2022. Sefa
Karacan/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images
A Russian oligarch was secretly recorded saying Russian President Vladimir Putin is
"very ill with blood cancer," a report says.
A Western venture capitalist taped the conversation in mid-March without the
unnamed oligarch's consent, and the recording was obtained by New Lines magazine.
The oligarch claimed that Putin's well-reported back problems are linked to blood
cancer and claimed he underwent back surgery in October.
New Lines said it had authenticated the oligarch's voice and identity but chose not to
disclose it because it would likely lead to state retaliation.
The secret recording emerges amid ongoing speculation about the Russian leader's
health. It has not been independently verified.

During his public appearance on Victory Day, Putin appeared to be limping and sat a
blanket over his lap. Videos have also emerged showing him tightly gripping a
table and appearing to shake uncontrollably.
Russian investigative news outlet Proyekt recently claimed that Putin has thyroid
cancer and was visited by a cancer surgeon dozens of times in 4 years.
In the 11-minute recording obtained by New Lines, the unnamed oligarch spoke
critically about Russia's invasion of Ukraine and said, "We all hop”" Putin dies from
cancer or a coup.
"He absolutely ruined Russia's economy, Ukraine's economy, and many other
economies — ruined [them] absolutely,” the oligarch said. "The problem is with his
head. One crazy guy can turn the world upside down.”
The magazine said it spoke to sources close to the oligarch to verify his
authoritativeness. The oligarch was once part of a "close circle of 20 to 30 people”
with whom Putin met in 2014 in advance of the annexation of Crimea, a former
European security chief told the magazine, suggesting the Russian leader once trusted
him.
One of the oligarch's associates told the magazine that he is still in a position to
provide "concrete information” about the inner workings of Putin's world.
The magazine said that the oligarch currently lives outside of Russia and, in 2021,
was listed as one of Russian Forbes' 200 richest business people.

Russian President Vladimir Putin leaves Red Square after the Victory Day military
parade in central Moscow on May 9, 2022 KIRILL KUDRYAVTSEV/AFP via Getty
Images
While the rumors about Putin's health are impossible to confirm, they have even
reached Russia's security services, according to the magazine.

In March, officers in the Federal Security Service (FSB), Russia's main security
agency, were sent a memo to dispel rumors about the president's health, Bellingcat
investigator Christo Grozev told New Lines.
"According to a source at one of the regional units who saw the memo, this
unprecedented instruction had the opposite effect, with most FSB officers suddenly
coming to believe that Putin indeed suffers from a serious medical condition,” Grozev
said.
Ukraine's Military Regains Ground in Northeast
Vivian Salama - Wall Street Journal
KYIV, Ukraine—Ukrainian forces in the northeastern region of Kharkiv have
regained territory at the Russian border, the regional governor said, while Russian
forces continued to shell cities in Donbas and carried out a rare missile strike in
western Ukraine.

RICARDO MORAES/REUTERS Ukraine's Military Regains Ground in Northeast
Kharkiv regional governor Oleh Sinegubov said Monday that even as Ukraine wins
back territory seized by Russia in recent months, the situation across the region
remains extremely volatile. He warned civilians not to become complacent, adding
that Russia is focusing its efforts on holding its positions and is preparing an
offensive in the area of Izyum.
“I reiterate the need to be careful not to ignore alarms,” he said on his official
Telegram messaging account. “The danger to the civilian population still exists.”
Russian forces carried out attacks in at least two districts in the region on Monday,
Mr. Sinegubov said, adding that there were at least three active fires in the city of
Kharkiv.

Russia has inflicted on the Kharkiv region some of the worst devastation Europe has
seen since World War II. In the city of the same name, which is Ukraine’s second
most populous, some 2,000 high-rises have been destroyed, according to the
municipality. Nearly three months of shelling has turned much of it into a landscape
of eviscerated buildings, shrapnel-littered streets and burned-out cars.
As attacks continued elsewhere in the country, Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky vowed to bring “the feverish activity” by Russian forces to an end. Late
Sunday, he said that at the weekend a missile struck the western region of Lviv, which
has remained relatively safe through the worst of the fighting, and that the eastern
cities of Huliaipole, Severodonetsk and Lysychansk were shelled.
Ukraine’s Air Force said late Sunday that it struck a bridge in central-eastern
Ukraine to prevent Russian forces from crossing the Inhulets river. Last week,
Ukrainian forces released footage of a similar operation in which they said they
destroyed Russian military vehicles and a pontoon bridge in eastern Ukraine along
the Siverskyi Donets river.
The British Ministry of Defense said the failed crossing of the Siverskyi Donets was
further indication that Russian commanders were increasingly coming under pressure
to advance. It added that Russia lost “significant armored maneuver elements” of at
least one battalion tactical group, which typically comprise about 1,000 troops, in the
attack.
Mr. Zelensky has been warning for days that Russia’s offensive in Ukraine is sparking
food shortages around the world as Russia blocks Ukrainian grain from leaving port.
Similar sentiments were echoed by foreign ministers from the Group of Seven nations,
who said Saturday in a joint statement that “Russia’s war of aggression has
generated one of the most severe food and energy crises in recent history, which now
threatens those most vulnerable across the globe.”
On Monday, U.S. Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen was also scheduled to meet with
Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki to discuss the impact of the Ukraine war
and the rising threat of food insecurity. More than half of the six million people who
have fled Ukraine since the conflict began have gone to neighboring Poland,
according to the United Nations refugee agency.
On Saturday, Mr. Zelensky met in Kyiv with a visiting U.S. Senate delegation, led by
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R., Ky.), as he continued to rally for more
military and economic assistance from allies around the world. In the Senate, a $40
billion aid package for Ukraine is stalled over objections from Republican Sen. Rand
Paul of Kentucky.
Mr. McConnell and Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D., N.Y.) had pushed for
the bill’s passage together Thursday to request unanimous agreement from all 100
senators to allow a vote on the bill immediately.

On Sunday, Secretary of State Antony Blinken met with Ukrainian counterpart
Dmytro Kuleba in Berlin, where he conveyed details regarding the latest tranche of
U.S. security assistance to bolster Ukraine’s defenses, as well as growing concerns
over food security and other issues related to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the State
Department said.
The war has prompted two new countries on Russia’s western flank to join the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization. The leaders of Finland and Sweden have confirmed
they intend to join the military alliance, signifying a historic Nordic policy shift and
departure from military nonalignment as they seek to bolster their defenses in the face
of Russia’s invasion.
Russian Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov on Monday called plans from the
two Nordic nations to join the alliance a “serious mistake with far-reaching
consequences” that would increase military tensions in the region.
Mr. Ryabkov’s remarks echo comments from Russian President Vladimir Putin, who
on Saturday told his Finnish counterpart in a phone call that reversing decades of
nonaligned defense policy would be a mistake that risked damaging Russian-Finnish
relations.
European Union foreign ministers were meeting on Monday to discuss a possible
embargo on Russian oil, a move that Hungary so far has blocked, saying it would
impose unacceptable costs on the country’s economy.
EU foreign-policy chief Josep Borrell said on his way into the meeting in Brussels
that an agreement might not emerge Monday, with opposing positions remaining
“quite strong.”
Corrections & Amplifications The war has prompted two new countries on Russia’s
western flank to pursue membership of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. An
earlier version of this article incorrectly said they were on Russia’s eastern flank.
(Corrected on May 16)
Old Xi Speech on China Front Pages Shows Urgency to Fix Economy
Bloomberg News - Bloomberg

Bloomberg
A six-month-old speech by President Xi Jinping on the need to preserve jobs and
shore up growth was splashed across China’s main financial newspapers on Monday,
signaling greater urgency to bolster the economy after lock-downs brought Shanghai
and other major cities to a halt.
Xi’s speech, delivered on Dec. 8 at the Central Economic Work Conference, was first
published Sunday by the Communist Party’s Qiushi magazine and then on the front
pages of Monday’s People’s Daily, China Securities Journal and other state-owned
papers. In the remarks, Xi voiced support for the “healthy development” of the
private sector and entrepreneurs, but also warned that regulators must prevent
“capital predators” from acting recklessly.
While the speech was a reiteration of previously expressed policy, authorities chose to
highlight them at a time when concerns are rising that the world’s second-biggest
economy is slowing sharply -- and amid a debate over whether a split may have
developed among China’s top leaders on how to respond.
Since Shanghai and other regions imposed lock-downs in March, Xi’s public
comments have largely emphasized the need for China to stick to Covid Zero, a policy
that has come under increasing criticism at home and abroad as the economic and
social toll has escalated.
Premier Li Keqiang, China’s second most-senior leader, has repeatedly sounded the
alarm about the dire economic situation without always directly mentioning the
Covid-Zero strategy.
Data released on Monday underscored the damage caused by Covid Zero to the
economy, with industrial output and consumer spending sliding to the worst levels
since the pandemic began and analysts warning of no quick recovery. Investors
responded by selling everything from Chinese shares to U.S. index futures and oil.
In the remarks published on Monday, Xi said China can’t promote “welfarism” and
should draw lessons from some Latin American countries that have fallen into the

“middle-income trap” after engaging in populism and raising “lazy people.” The
government should also not resort to “moral kidnapping” to force enterprises to
make philanthropic donations, he added.
Xi also affirmed the role of private capital in the economy, saying that China
seeks orderly development and that officials will continue to “promote healthy
development of the private sector and growth of private entrepreneurs.”
At the same time, Xi warned that the improper accumulation of wealth poses risks to a
healthy economy. There has been reckless expansion of capital in China in recent
years, he said, which has been due to a lack of supervision. China should fight
against monopolies, profiteering, sky-high prices, malicious speculation and unfair
competition, Xi added.

'Replacement theory' fuels extremists and shooters. Now a top Border Patrol agent
is spreading it.
Will Carless - USA TODAY

AP Photo/Richard Drew
Last month, Brandon Judd, who is a Border Patrol agent and the president of the
National Border Patrol Council union that represents more than 18,000 agents, sat
for an interview with Fox News anchor Bill Hemmer.
Wearing a black polo shirt bearing the crest of his union, the shaven-headed Judd
stared intently into the camera as Hemmer asked him why he thinks President Joe
Biden has allowed “virtually an open border.”
With a shake of his head, Judd responded, "I believe that they're trying to change the
demographics of the electorate; that's what I believe they’re doing.” As he spoke, the
split-screen broadcast zoomed in on footage of people of color crossing the
U.S.-Mexico border, and Judd continued, "They want to stay in power, and the only
way to stay in power is to continue to stay elected.”

Judd’s claim the Biden administration is actively working to weaken the nation’s
southern border to allow in more immigrants and “change the demographics” of the
nation is hardly new. The conspiracy theory that white Americans are being
systematically “replaced” by immigrants from majority nonwhite countries has been
a trope of American white supremacists and other racist extremists for decades.
The theory has been cited as inspiration for numerous race-driven mass shootings in
recent years. According to extremism researchers, an 18-year-old man who killed
10 people and wounded three more in a shooting at a supermarket in Buffalo, New
York, on Saturday previously posted a manifesto online that repeatedly references
replacement theory as the reason for the shooting.
Law enforcement officials were working Sunday to confirm the validity of the
manifesto and that it was posted by the alleged shooter.
Immigrants including Hispanics are helping change demographics of the United
States – indeed, based on census projections, many experts predict white
Americans will be a minority as soon as two decades from now.
But the "Great Replacement Theory,” pushed by hate groups across the world since
the early 20th Century, claims this is not simply because of immigration, but is done
by political design.
In its most extreme form the theory claims a cabal of powerful politicians, aided by
sinister Jewish power-brokers, is deliberately working to replace white Europeans
and Americans with nonwhite immigrants who are more likely to support left-leaning
politicians. Though Judd did not provide this kind of elaborate story, he and others
have promoted a portion of it.
In the past few years, the theory has been increasingly embraced by conservative
pundits. Fox News' Tucker Carlson frequently invokes the theory, for example saying
last April that "the Democratic Party is trying to replace the current electorate, the
voters now casting ballots, with new people, more obedient voters from the Third
World.”
In 2018, pundit Laura Ingraham infamously said: "The America that we know and
love doesn't exist anymore. Massive demographic changes have been foisted upon the
American people, and they're changes that none of us ever voted for and most of us
don't like.”
So, when Judd turned up on Hemmer's America's Newsroom on a Monday evening,
his rhetoric might have sounded familiar. But there was a key difference.
Extremism going mainstream: 'Fringe ideas' are going mainstream in U.S. politics.
That's a danger to democracy, extremism experts say.
Ingraham, Carlson and others are political commentators. Judd, by contrast is a
federal employee, paid by taxpayers and tasked with the sensitive job of helping to
police the nation's border for an arm of the executive branch of government.
That has experts on extremism concerned.

“This kind of rhetoric gives people the idea that they’re justified in being angry at
people who they think are taking something away from them, or ruining their
country,” said Marilyn Mayo, a senior research fellow at the Anti-Defamation
League’s Center on Extremism. "It can lead to people demonizing those folks or
dehumanizing those folks.”
Judd refused to be interviewed for this story. But in a series of lengthy text messages
to USA TODAY, he said he has never heard of the Great Replacement Theory, and
that he learned of the concept of “changing the demographics” from a 2008 Politico
article that outlined the changing racial makeup of the nation's voters.
Pressed on what he meant by “change the demographics,” Judd wrote of illegal
immigrants: “I do not KNOW that they are liberal voters, but generally speaking
ILLEGAL immigration is not frowned upon near as much by liberals and these people
violated" U.S. immigration laws.
He did not provide any evidence to back his claim that this demographic shift is
specifically being engineered by the president and the Democratic Party.
A white supremacist theory goes mainstream
Political scientists have been predicting a significant shift in the way Americans vote
because of changing demographics for more than a decade.
A 2020 Pew Research Center study concluded that "in all 50 states, the share of
non-Hispanic White eligible voters declined between 2000 and 2018.” At the same
time, the researchers noted, "Hispanic voters have come to make up increasingly
larger shares of the electorate in every state.”
This growth primarily stemmed from the U.S.-born Hispanic population coming of
age, the study noted.
For conservatives, this shift is concerning simply because nonwhite voters are
historically more likely to vote Democrat than Republican. The changing
demographics of the country, and the resulting impact on voting, then, is fairly
uncontroversial.
But on Fox News, Judd didn't simply describe that the demographics of the country
were changing. He claimed this change was being orchestrated by the Biden
administration. And that's where a simple description of a changing electorate begins
to sound similar to a white supremacist conspiracy theory.
On any given day, dozens, if not hundreds, of racists from around the world discuss
the idea that white people are being “replaced” on sites like Stormfront, a white
supremacist message board and on the secure messaging app Telegram.
“Never forget the Democrat Party is the party promoting The Great Replacement,”
reads one anonymous post from last month on Stormfront. “There are no brakes on
the anti-white train.”

The Great Replacement Theory has become one of the central tropes of white
supremacist forums and publications, said Jared Holt a fellow at the Atlantic
Council's Digital Forensic Research Lab who researches extremism.
"Great Replacement Theory is one of the cornerstones of white supremacist
propaganda," Holt said. "Conservative media has figured out how to give a nod to the
Great Replacement Theory without using some of the more explicit language that you
might see on a forum like Stormfront or on sites like the Daily Stormer by talking
about 'Changing demographics.’”
Wherever people learn about the theory, its general premises are absurd, said Allen
Orr, president of the American Immigration Lawyers Association.
"Even if people are allowed in, they are so many years from being able to vote it is
silly to even talk about it,” Orr said.
Besides, he said, "in some areas, particularly in Florida, large numbers of Hispanic
voters vote Republican, so the idea that immigrants only vote for one party is
ridiculous.”
Whether or not a Border Patrol agent is promoting ideas that also appear on
extremist sites, Great Replacement Theory is also repeatedly found in an even more
dangerous part of the internet.
A theory inspiring terrorists
Before Brenton Tarrant murdered 51 people at two mosques in Auckland, New
Zealand, in 2018, he published a manifesto online titled “The Great Replacement.”
Tarrant described Muslim immigrants to New Zealand as "invaders.”

Michael Chow/The Republic A march to the Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy
Center in El Paso, Texas, after the Aug 4, 2019 mass shooting at Walmart.
A year later, when Patrick Crusius shot and killed 23 people at an El Paso, Texas,
Walmart, he also penned a manifesto alleging a ”Hispanic invasion,” and
referencing the Great Replacement.

The theory was also alluded to by Robert Bowers, who killed 11 people at the Tree of
Life synagogue in Pittsburgh in 2018 and by John Earnest, who killed one person at a
synagogue in Poway, California, in 2019. The bloodshed associated with this theory
should make anybody think twice before echoing it, Holt said.
“Somebody like Judd can go on Fox News and regurgitate a line like this and the
audience doesn't blink,” Holt said. “With all of the horror and hate that it's inspired
over the years, they really should have some sensitivity. There's a context to rhetoric
like that that should give people pause.”
Pedro Rios, a human rights advocate who works with several border-focused
groups, said it is also especially troubling that somebody who speaks for, and is
highly influential among, Border Patrol agents, is giving voice to this sort of rhetoric.
"This provides political cover, for the agents on the ground that that Mr. Judd
represents, to also espouse these white supremacist ideas and theories that then might
drive how they conduct their work, and how they behave when they are detaining
migrants,” Rios said.
That could lead to "much more violence, much more mistreatment and abusive
practices by the Border Patrol.”
Making claims about government, while working for it
Slightly watered-down versions of the Great Replacement Theory have been
increasingly spread by far-right-wing pundits. Unlike commentators, however, Judd
has another full-time job: as a Border Patrol agent.
At the same time he is accusing Biden of being the “best friend” of Mexican drug
cartels and claiming the president is encouraging illegal immigration to politically
benefit the Democratic Party, Judd has also been paid by the federal government.
A spokesman for Customs and Border Protection would not answer specific questions
about Judd’s Fox News appearances and articles, instead sending USA TODAY a
statement:
“Federal employees have certain rights when expressing their personal views on
matters of public concern. This individual is not a spokesperson for CBP. His
comments were not made on behalf of the Agency nor do they represent our values.”
Requests for comment to the Department of Homeland Security, which oversees CBP,
were not responded to.
Ethics experts and former federal officials expressed concern at Judd’s comments and
questioned whether they might run afoul of the Hatch Act, which bars federal civil
servants from engaging in overt political activity.
“That seems to be a conflict of interest,” said Javed Ali, associate professor of
practice at the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of
Michigan and a former senior counter-terrorism official at DHS.

”You're not supposed to be crossing over into the political policy world when you're
on the the federal taxpayer’s dime.”
Every American has a right to freedom of speech, as enshrined in the First
Amendment. But there are many instances where that right is not absolute. One is
police officers, who do not have an absolute right to say or do things that reflect
badly on their departments.
David Lapan, a former spokesman for DHS, said Judd’s statements and articles were
“highly unusual.” Customs and Border Protection is part of the federal law
enforcement apparatus, Lapan said, which is traditionally seen as nonpartisan.
“Their job is to enforce, much like the military,” he said.
“You serve at the pleasure of whomever the president is, regardless of party. You
aren't partisan, because your job involves enforcing the law, regardless of who has
the majority in Congress.”

A Russian soldier said his commander shot himself in the leg just so he could leave
the war in Ukraine, officials say
Kelsey Vlamis (kvlamis@insider.com) - Business Insider

ALEXANDER NEMENOV/AFP via Getty Images People pass by a Russian soldier in
central Mariupol on April 12, 2022.
Audio published by Ukrainian officials captured a Russian soldier talking to his
mother. The soldier told her he and others in the military did not want to be fighting
the war in Ukraine. His mother pressed him on his patriotism and said he needs to
defend Russia.

Photos in Gallery©AP Kremlin is trying to make Ukrainian towns Russian, from
installing puppet leaders to flying Soviet flags.
Russian authorities are attempting to strip occupied Ukraine of its national culture.
Russia has installed its flags, monuments, and politicians in several Ukrainian cities
and towns.

ALEXANDER NEMENOV/AFP via Getty Images The occupied city of Kherson is
even being forced to use the Russian ruble.

Business Insider Amid ongoing internet and cell service outages, Russian authorities
have made sure Ukrainian residents in the city do have access to Russian state TV
channels, which began broadcasting there last month.

AP Photo/Olexandr Chornyi Reports suggest Russia has plans to stage a bogus
referendum in the Kherson region, allowing Moscow to cement its hold on the area by
establishing a "breakaway region."

AP Photo/Olexandr Chornyi Last month, Russia replaced the mayor of Henichesk, a
seaside town in the occupied Kherson region, with a pro-Russian puppet leader.

AP Photo A city-run wedding hall in Berdyansk is issuing newlyweds wedding
certificates from the Russian Federation according to The Wall Street Journal.

AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky Despite a recent countrywide effort to remove Soviet
monuments from Ukraine's public places, statues of Vladimir Lenin are now popping
up across the country following Russia's invasion.

Photo by Maja Hitij/Getty Images Young students in the Mangush and Nikolskoye
districts of Ukraine's Donetsk region have been told to write on their notebooks that
they are in the Rostov region — a Russian federal district, according to The Insider,
which cited Telegram reports from Ukrainian officials.
Amid the ongoing violence of war, Russian President Vladimir Putin's apparent long
game in Ukraine — a nefarious attempt to assert total and long-term control on the
neighboring country — is coming into clear view.

From the introduction of Russian currency to the complete shuttering of Ukrainian
broadcasting, the Kremlin is taking extreme measures to make Ukrainian towns look,
feel, and operate like Russia.
Prior to the start of the war, Putin erroneously claimed that Ukraine was not an
independent state, baseless-ly arguing that the country was a creation of the Soviet
Union and part of Russia's historic territory. Now, as Russia's invasion stretches into
its third month, it seems Putin is aiming to make his claims a reality.
A Russian soldier in Ukraine told his mother over the phone that his superior shot
himself just to go home, according to audio released by Ukrainian officials.
A recording of the intercepted phone call was published Saturday on Facebook by the
Ukrainian Defense Ministry's Main Intelligence Directorate.
The soldier, who says he is 20, can be heard complaining to his mother that the war
will not end soon and that he doesn't want to be there.
"This Ukraine does not interest me at all. I need to come back and quit,” he said,
explaining that many other Russian soldiers do not want to be there either.
His mother pressed him on whether there are "patriots” in the Russian military
encouraging other soldiers not to give up.
"Mom, the commander of my battery of the second platoon shot himself in the leg to
get out of here, in the very beginning! What are we even talking about here? And he
served in Chechnya,” the soldier responded.
His mother then asked what would happen if the West decides to advance on Russia:
"Who will defend Russia then? Who, tell me? They will just kill us all, there will be a
fourth world war and Russia will lose in it!”
"Well then maybe Putin will think twice,” the soldier said, adding that "we don't have
munitions or people, there is no command from Moscow!”
The soldier also said the conflict was because Russian President Vladimir Putin
invaded: "Nobody advanced on us!”
His mom defended Putin and said he did not invade but was advancing on the
Donetsk and Luhansk People's Republics, the Kremlin-backed separatist states in
Ukraine's eastern Donbas region.
"I don't know... we did not even come close to there,” the soldier said.
Multiple reports have described Russian soldiers who do not want to be fighting the
war in Ukraine. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said early on in the war
that Russian forces were "tired" and "demoralized.” Last week, a Russian soldier told
The Guardian he wanted to quit the army because there was no point in fighting in
Ukraine.
Since launching a full-scale invasion of Ukraine on February 24, Russian forces have
seen major losses and been pushed back from areas around Kyiv and Kharkiv after
unsuccessful attempts to advance.

Ukraine Defense Minister Oleksii Reznikov on Saturday said the country was
preparing for a new, long-term phase of the war.

NATO is about to get bigger and Putin is unhappy: Here are 3 ways Moscow could
react
Holly Ellyatt - CNBC
With Finland and Sweden both announcing their bids to join the Western military
alliance NATO on Sunday, ending a long modern history of military nonalignment, all
eyes are on Russia's reaction.
Moscow has already expressed outrage at the idea of its old foe NATO's potential
imminent expansion, warning it would take "retaliatory steps" against the
organization. Geopolitical experts are assessing the possible actions Russia could
take.

CNBC Russian President Vladimir Putin leaves Red Square after the Victory Day
military parade in central Moscow on May 9, 2022.
With Finland and Sweden both announcing their bids to join the Western military
alliance NATO, ending a decade long history of military nonalignment, all eyes are
on Russia and how it might react.
Moscow has already expressed outrage at the idea of its old foe NATO's potential
imminent expansion soon after Finland announced its intention to apply to the
organization last week.
Now that Finland has officially confirmed that it will apply — with Sweden's
governing Social Democratic Party similarly backing a bid to join NATO — Moscow
has wasted no time in making its feelings known, with Russian President Vladimir
Putin saying Monday that the expansion of NATO "is a problem.”
Putin claimed that the move was in the interest of the U.S., in comments reported by
Reuters, and said Russia would react to the expansion of military infrastructure to

Sweden and Finland, although he insisted Moscow had "no problems” with the
countries.
Putin's comments come after other top Kremlin officials deplored the future
expansion of NATO, with one describing it is a "grave mistake” with global
consequences.

CNBC Three NATO warships from the Standing NATO Mine Countermeasures Group
1 (SNMCMG1 group), EML Sakala from Estonia, Dutch HNLMS Schiedam and the
flagship LVNS Virsaitis from Latvia, arrive to a harbour, to train with Finland's
coastal fleet, in the Finnish southwestern coastal city of Turku, Finland April 25,
2022.
Finland's and Sweden's membership in NATO is not a done deal yet as any decision
on enlargement requires the approval of all 30 members of the alliance and
their parliaments — and Turkey has already voiced objections.
With these obstacles expected to be overcome, however, geopolitical experts are
looking ahead and assessing the possible "retaliatory steps” Putin — who has made
no secret of his loathing for NATO — could take.
1) More NATO provocations
Over the years, Russia has made repeated provocative incursions near or into NATO
allies' airspace and these seem to have increased in frequency in the last few years.
With Sweden's and Finland's latest move to join NATO, experts believe the alliance
should prepare itself for more provocations from Russia.
"This changes the security environment for the entire Baltic Sea and for the Arctic,”
retired Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges, former commanding general of the U.S. Army in Europe,
told CNBC on Monday.
"Of course there will continue to be airspace violations, just like there are over other
NATO countries, but we're a defensive alliance and we're going to react coolly and
professionally. The last thing that the Russians want is to get into a fight with all 30
NATO nations, soon to be 32,” he told CNBC's "Capital Connection.”

"[Putin's] going to complain about it, he's going to threaten things but he actually has
nothing that he can do as most of his military is tied up in Ukraine, so I don't see any
real threat against Sweden or Finland.”
Russian provocations of NATO are nothing new. In 2020, NATO air forces across
Europe were scrambled more than 400 times to intercept unknown aircraft
approaching the alliance's airspace with almost 90% of these missions in response to
flights by Russian military aircraft, NATO said in a statement.
Last March, NATO planes were scrambled 10 times in a six-hour period in response
to an "unusual peak" of Russian warplanes near the alliance's airspace over the
North Atlantic, North Sea, Black Sea and Baltic Sea.

CNBC Finland announces plans to join NATO in historic move.
NATO has said Russian military aircraft often do not transmit a transponder code
indicating their position and altitude, do not file a flight plan, or do not communicate
with air traffic controllers, posing a potential risk to civilian airliners.
2) Cyber-attacks and soldiers
Sweden and Finland have both insisted that joining NATO is not a move against
Russia but both concede the decisions have been taken in light of Moscow's
unprovoked invasion of Ukraine.
Sweden's prime minister, Magdalena Andersson, told CNBC on Sunday that her
country felt NATO membership was the best thing for its security, saying "what kind
of retaliation there can be is up to Putin, we see there can be cyber-attacks and
hybrid attacks and other measures, but it is all up to them,” she told CNBC's Steve
Sedgwick in Stockholm.
Meanwhile, Swedish Foreign Minister Ann Linde said in the transition period before
Sweden and Finland become full NATO members, heightened tensions are likely,
noting "we foresee more military troops close to our border.”
3) Energy wars

Another potential space for retaliation, and possible Russian punishment for NATO's
expansion, could come in the energy sphere.
Russia still holds a powerful card in this area because it has traditionally accounted
for around 40% of the EU's gas imports. And while Europe scrambles for alternative
energy sources to reduce its dependence on Russia as a provider of oil and gas, it is
still reliant on it.

CNBCA view shows valves near a drilling rig at a gas processing facility, operated by
Gazprom company, at Bovanenkovo gas field on the Arctic Yamal peninsula, Russia
May 21, 2019.
Gilles Moec, group chief economist at AXA Investment Managers, said in a note
Monday that there was an "ever so present possibility Russia 'turns the tap off' its
supply to the EU” although he noted that, so far Moscow has restricted itself to "half
measures” which have not dried up supply — reflecting the country's own dependence
on these financial resources.
A day after Finland's leaders announced their support for NATO membership,
Russian state-owned utility company Inter RAO announced it would stop exporting
electricity to Finland from Saturday (Finland gets about 10% of its electricity from
Russia) citing a lack of payment as a reason, although the move was widely seen as
retaliatory.
What has Russia said?
On Monday, Russia's deputy foreign minister, Sergei Ryabkov, issued a statement in
which he said Sweden's and Finland's bids to join NATO were "another grave mistake
with far-reaching consequences,” Russia's Interfax news agency reported.
Ryabkov added that Finland and Sweden should have no illusions that Russia will
simply put up with their decision.
"The security of Sweden, like Finland, for that matter, will not be strengthened as a
result of this decision, it is quite obvious to us,” he told reporters in Moscow.
"And in what form we will ensure our security after the change in this general NATO
configuration is a separate question. It will depend on what, in practical terms, will

be the result of the expected accession of Finland and Sweden to the alliance. There
are no illusions that we will put up with it,” Ryabkov stressed.
Russia has long been very wary about NATO's existence, let alone its expansion,
which it has long opposed. Moscow's antipathy is not surprising given the alliance
was founded in 1949 by the U.S., Canada and several Western European nations to
provide collective security against the then-Soviet Union.

CNBC Russian Sukhoi Su-34, Sukhoi Su-35S and Sukhoi Su-30S fighter jets perform
ahead of Victory Day in Red Square in Moscow.
Over much of the 20th century, animosity between the West and Russia was
concentrated in the long-running Cold War but even after the Soviet Union collapsed
in 1991, tensions between Russia and NATO have continued, despite brief spells of
more cordial relations.

Putin blames the West for Ukraine war in ‘Victory Day’ speech
Holly Ellyatt - CNBC News
The remarks come as Russia commemorates one of the most important events on its
national calendar — Victory Day — marking the Soviet Union’s victory over Nazi
Germany in World War II.
Putin claimed Russia’s invasion of Ukraine had been necessary because the West was
“preparing for the invasion of our land, including Crimea.”
Evoking that victory in his speech Monday, Putin urged the Russian army toward
victory in Ukraine, saying there was a duty to remember those who defeated Nazism.
Vladimir Putin says Russia is ‘defending the motherland’ in its war against Ukraine
President Vladimir Putin on Monday tried to defend Russia’s unprovoked invasion of
Ukraine in his annual “Victory Day” speech, urging his forces on to victory while
evoking Russia’s triumph over Nazi Germany in World War II.

Speaking ahead of a massive parade of troops, tanks and military hardware in
Moscow, Putin claimed Russia’s invasion of Ukraine had been necessary because the
West was “preparing for the invasion of our land, including Crimea,” according to
comments translated by Reuters.
It’s unclear whether Putin was referring to Russia, or territory that Moscow
considers to be Russian. This includes Crimea, which it annexed from Ukraine in
2014, and the eastern Donbas region, where Donetsk and Luhansk — two
pro-Russian self-proclaimed “republics” — are located.

Getty Images Russian President Vladimir Putin is seen on the screen as he delivers a
speech during 77th anniversary of the Victory Day in Red Square in Moscow, Russia
on May 09, 2022.
Putin provided no evidence for his claims, but used the speech to lambaste NATO and
Ukraine’s allies, and justify what Russia claims is a “special military operation” in
Ukraine.
Before the invasion, Russia had amassed almost 200,000 troops along its border with
Ukraine — insisting all the while that it had no intention of invading.
There was little evidence of military aggression from Ukraine toward Russia, but
Moscow’s claims to the contrary were seen by many as a pretext for justifying its
attack.
The remarks came as Russia commemorates one of the most important events on its
national calendar — Victory Day — marking the Soviet Union’s victory over Nazi
Germany in World War II.

Getty Images Russian honour guards march on Red Square during the Victory Day
military parade in central Moscow on May 9, 2022.
Evoking that triumph in his speech Monday, Putin urged the Russian army toward
victory in Ukraine, saying there was a duty to remember those who defeated Nazism.
“Defending the Motherland when its fate is being decided has always been sacred,”
he said. “Today you are fighting for our people in Donbas, for the security of Russia,
our homeland.”
It was widely expected that Putin could use the speech to announce a victory in
Ukraine or an all-out war on the country. Another possibility was even the mass
mobilization of the Russian army and wider population, putting them on a wartime
footing. Putin did not use the speech to announce any escalation, however, although
his anti-Western rhetoric was as staunch as ever.
Donbas focus
Putin referred to the Donbas numerous times throughout the speech, appearing to
double down on Russia’s new strategy of focusing on the “liberation” of Donetsk and
Luhansk.
The region has been home to some of the most intense fighting since Russia invaded
Ukraine on Feb. 24, including a number of likely war crimes, such as the shelling of a
theater in Mariupol, where civilians were sheltering, killing hundreds of people.

Getty Images A security guard stands on Red Square prior to the Victory Day military
parade in central Moscow on May 9, 2022. Russia celebrates the 77th anniversary of
the victory over Nazi Germany during World War II.
The southern port city of Mariupol is particularly important to Putin as it would
enable a land bridge between Russia and Crimea to be created, via the Donbas
region.
Fighting in the east appears to be ramping up, and this weekend Russia bombed a
village school in eastern Ukraine where people were sheltering, killing about 60,
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said on Sunday during an address to the G-7 leaders
of the world’s most industrial nations.
Russia has not commented on the latest attack. Previously, it has denied targeting
civilian infrastructure despite much evidence to the contrary. Russia’s invasion has
prompted international condemnation and swathes of wide-ranging economic
sanctions on the country’s key sectors, companies and individuals connected to the
Kremlin.

Getty Images Russian officers march during a rehearsal of the Victory Day parade on
May 7, 2022 in Moscow, Russia.

Putin has appeared unrepentant, however, vowing repeatedly to purge Ukraine of
what he call its “Nazi” nationalist leadership — a baseless claim, widely discredited,
that is seen as Putin’s way of justifying the invasion to the domestic audience.
G-7 leaders vowed Sunday to further Russia’s economic isolation and decried the
invasion, saying in a statement that Putin’s actions “bring shame on Russia and the
historic sacrifices of its people,” referring to the Soviet Union’s role in defeating Nazi
Germany.
Zelenskyy, who is himself Jewish, released a video address Sunday which was filmed
in front of semi-destroyed Ukrainian apartment blocks following Russian shelling. In
it, the Ukrainian president said that evil had returned, but insisted his country would
not lose the war. “Russia will lose, because evil always loses,” he said.

EU ministers urge Hungary to sign up to planned Russian oil embargo
Robin Emmott & Sabine Siebold - Reuters

Reuters/JANIS LAIZANS
BRUSSELS (Reuters) -EU foreign ministers sought to publicly pressure Hungary on
Monday to lift its veto of a proposed oil embargo on Russia, with Lithuania saying the
bloc was being "held hostage by one member state”.
The ban on crude imports proposed by the European Commission in early May would
be its harshest sanction yet in response to Moscow's Feb. 24 invasion of Ukraine and
includes carve-outs for EU states most dependent on Russian oil.
Germany, the European Union's biggest economy and a major buyer of Russian
energy, said it wanted a deal to authorize the oil embargo, which it suggested could
last for years.

"I am confident that we will find agreement in the coming days,” German Foreign
Minister Annalena Baerbock said as she arrived for a meeting with her counterparts.
"We need to prepare it extremely well because it needs to be sustainable.”
But Hungary, Moscow's closest ally in the EU, has said it wants hundreds of millions
of euros from the bloc to mitigate the cost of ditching Russian crude. The EU needs
all 27 states to agree to the embargo for it to go ahead.
"The whole union is being held hostage by one member state ... we have to agree, we
cannot be held hostage,” Lithuanian Foreign Minister Gabrielius Landsbergis said.
Few ministers called Hungary out by name as they spoke to reporters, but Romania
said it was up to the bloc to bring Prime Minister Viktor Orban's government around.
SUMMIT SOLUTION?
Foreign Minister Peter Szijjarto said Budapest had not received any serious new
proposal from the European Commission regarding oil sanctions since the executive's
president visited Hungary earlier this month.
"The European Commission has caused a problem with a proposal so it's a rightful
expectation from Hungary ... that the EU should offer a solution: to finance the
investments and compensate for ... the (resulting) price rises which necessitates a
total modernisation of Hungary's energy structure in a magnitude of 15-18 billion
euros,” he said on Facebook.
Another solution would be to make oil shipments via pipeline exempt from the
planned embargo, Szijjarto said.
An oil embargo, already imposed by the United States and Britain and which would
follow five rounds of earlier EU sanctions, is widely seen as the best way to reduce
Russian income for its war in Ukraine.
The EU's foreign policy chief, Josep Borrell, said ahead of the meeting with ministers
on Monday that he was doing his utmost to break the impasse over oil sanctions.
Some diplomats now point to a May 30-31 summit as the moment for agreement on a
phased ban on Russian oil, probably over six months, with a longer transition period
for Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic.
However, EU officials said there were other elements of the sanctions package
proposed by the Commission that some member states indicated last week they were
not ready to back.
These countries included the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria and Cyprus, with the
latter expressing concern about a proposal to ban the sale of property to Russians.
Moscow calls its invasion of Ukraine a "special military operation” to rid the country
of fascists, an assertion Kyiv and its Western allies say is a baseless pretext for an
unprovoked war.

(Additional reporting by Francesco Guarascio and by Krisztina Than in Budapest;
Writing by Robin Emmott and John Chalmers; Editing by Catherine Evans)

Russian State TV Suggests Deploying Nuclear Weapons Against Finland, Sweden
Giulia Carbonaro - Newsweek
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A presenter on Russia's state-owned Russia 1 has threatened that a nuclear weapons
deployment will be the only option left to Russia after Finland and Sweden join
NATO.
"Their official reason [to join NATO] is fear. But they'll have more fear in NATO.
When NATO bases appear in Sweden and Finland, Russia will have no choice but to
neutralize the imbalance and new threat by deploying tactical nuclear weapons,”
presenter Dmitry Kiselyov reportedly said on the channel.
Finland's parliament is expected to ratify the country's request to become a NATO
member today, with Sweden due to follow suit in quick order. The two countries are
overtly defying the Kremlin's recent threats against them joining NATO, with their
decision to end decades of neutrality being almost entirely motivated by the Russian
invasion of Ukraine.
Finland and Sweden would be warmly welcomed into the alliance and their
application would be fast-tracked, said NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg.
But Russia has threatened "retaliations” if the two countries will go through with
their application process.
Russian President Vladimir Putin warned his Finnish counterpart that it would be a
"mistake" for Finland to seek NATO membership "since there's no threat to Finland's
security." A phone call between the two leaders, initiated by Finland, did not ease up
tensions between the two countries over Helsinki's will to join NATO.

On Saturday, Russia cut off electricity supplies to Finland, according to the Finnish
grid operator. The decision to suspend supplies was allegedly linked to problems with
payments and not the current political situation, according to Russian energy supplier
RAO Nordic.
Russian news media and authorities have in the past threatened a nuclear strike in
response to the way Western countries are mobilizing against Moscow.
Back in April, Russian journalist and editor-in-chief of Russian state-controlled RT,
Margarita Simonyan, wrote on Telegram that British support of Ukrainian strikes on
Russian soil left Moscow no other option than the "complete destruction” of Ukraine
and "a nuclear strike.”
In an interview with state TV Russia 1, Russian defense committee deputy chairman
Aleksey Zhuravlyov mentioned a potential nuclear strike on the U.K., saying that the
RS-28 Sarmat hypersonic nuclear missile—also known as "Satan-2"—could strike
Britain in "200 seconds.”
A nuclear threat came from Putin himself when, at the beginning of the invasion of
Ukraine, he announced that he was moving his "deterrent forces”—widely
understood as Russia's nuclear weapons—to "combat ready” status.
But despite these harsh warnings and threats, the actual risk of a Russian nuclear
strike in response to Finland and Sweden joining NATO is unclear. Whether Putin
would decide to respond to the situation by using the country's nuclear weapons, is
unknown—but most political experts and Western intelligence expect him not to.
Newsweek has contacted Russia 1 for comment.

Sweden Makes Formal Decision to Apply for NATO Membership
Niclas Rolander - Bloomberg
(Bloomberg) -- Sweden made a formal decision to seek membership in the NATO
defense bloc, paving the way for a joint application with neighboring Finland, as
Russia’s war in Ukraine brings to an end a long-held stance of military
non-alignment in the two Nordic nations.
Sweden’s ambassador to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization will “shortly”
convey the message that the country wants to become a member of the alliance, Prime
Minister Magdalena Andersson said at a news conference in Stockholm on Monday.
NATO members have rallied around Finland and Sweden after they on Sunday
announced plans to join the alliance in what would mark another dramatic change in
Europe’s security architecture triggered by Russia’s Feb. 24 invasion of Ukraine.
Denmark, Iceland and Norway, Nordic nations that already belong to NATO, gave
security assurances to both countries for the period of their accession in a joint
statement on Monday.

“Finland and Sweden’s security is a matter of common concern to us all,” they said.
“Should Finland or Sweden be victim of aggression on their territory before
obtaining NATO membership, we will assist Finland and Sweden by all means
necessary.”
The three Nordic NATO members also said they’ll “do our utmost to ensure a swift
accession process.”

Bloomberg Path to NATO Membership.
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With NATO membership “if we come under attack, we will get help. If another
member state is attacked, we will help,” Finnish Prime Minister Sanna Marin told
lawmakers on Monday.
“NATO’s security guarantees would increase the deterrent impact of Finland’s
defenses considerably.”
Her Swedish counterpart Andersson said the submission of the application will be
synchronized with Finland, which will enter its bid following a parliamentary debate
on the issue that started on Monday.
Andersson’s ruling party, the Social Democrats, decided on Sunday to abandon their
policy of military non-alignment “that Sweden has kept, in various forms, for 200
years.”
“This is a historic and revolutionary change for our country,” Andersson said at a
news conference in Stockholm.

“We are leaving one era and entering another.”
Over the weekend, most NATO foreign ministers who had gathered in Berlin
embraced the bloc’s northern enlargement, a process that requires unanimity among
the 30 allies.
The one country to voice concerns admitting the pair was Turkey, with Foreign
Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu unhappy that Finland and, particularly, Sweden have had
interactions with Kurdish militants who have been active in eastern Turkey.
Sweden is sending a team of diplomats to Ankara for talks this week and NATO
Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said he expects to work through the last-minute
wrinkles in the enlargement plan.
Sweden and Finland joining NATO isn’t in itself a threat to Russia, which has no
problems with either country, Russian President Vladimir Putin said on Monday, in
his first public comment on their likely accession to the military alliance.
“But the expansion of military infrastructure to this territory will produce our
response,” Putin told a televised Kremlin summit of leaders of former Soviet states in
a Moscow-led defense grouping.
“We’ll decide what that will be, based upon the threats created for us” by the two
countries’ entry into NATO, he said.
(Updates with statement from Nordic NATO members.)

